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SUMMARY OF ACTION TAKEN ON ARTICLES IN
19 81 TOWN WARRANTS
March 10, 1981
The annual Town Meeting for the purpose of balloting was held
on March 10, 1981 at the Northwood Town Hall. Polls were opened
at 10:00 A.M. until 7:00 P.M. Absentee ballots were opened and
cast at 3:00 P.M. 1324 names were on the check list and 725
voted. The warrant that was read and the official count are on
the preceding pages.
March 14, 1981
The annual Town Meeting for discussion of the warrant was
held March 14, 1981 at Coe-Brown Academy. Moderator Robert A.
Johnson opened the meeting at 9:00 A.M. The warrant as posted
and published was accepted as correct so the moderator dispensed
with the reading of the entire warrant first. He announced that
each person may speak only twice on each issue, but can always
ask a question. He would not entertain a motion to extend the
meeting to another day until later in the day.
ARTICLE 1 To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to de-
fray Town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of
the same.
Budget Committee Chairman Donald Post moved that the sum of
$148,073.59 be raised to defray Town charges for the coming year.
Robert Bailey seconded. True W. Chesley, Chairman of the Board
of Selectmen, announced some changes, amending the amount to
$151,856.09. The explanation follows: $200.00 more needed for
auditing, $3,000.00 more for Public Welfare, $2,000.00 less for
Old Age Assistance, $2,000.00 more for damages, $1,000.00 more for
Legal Expense, $332.50 less for Social Security and $85.00 less
for Unemployment Comp. Walter Crandall seconded. Vincent Bane
spoke about the Tax Collector's salary, noting that last year the
motion to change the salary from $3,000.00 to 1/2 of 1 percent
did not pass. He then asked why the selectmen did pay her
$4,800 plus? Mr. Chesley replied that he believes it was a de-
cision of the Town Attorney. Mr. Bane then moved the $5,500.00 in
the budget this year be amended to $1,050.00 to make up for the
overpayment of last year (not seconded) . Mr. Chesley' s amendment
was adopted by a show of hands : 89 yes and 56 no. Now Mr. Bane
asks how much the reassessment will cost this year. Mr. Chesley
suggests maybe $1,200.00 to $1,500.00, maybe $2,500.00 to cover
all of it. After discussion Mr. Bane now moves to further amend
the main motion by reducing the amount to $146,856.09 by deleting
$5,000.00 from town officers salaries, taking $2,500.00 from the
tax collector's salary and $2,500.00 from the selectmen's sala-
ries. Robert Bailey seconded. Mr. Morse reminds us that these
jobs never pay what they are worth but are public service jobs.
Charles Johnson thinks we ought to put an upper limit on each
selectman's salary. Mr. Bailey says they aren't really cutting
salary, just taking out the extra used last year to re-evaluate.
Mr. Ahlgren thanks Mr. Bane for shedding a little light on the
subject, but thinks it better to wait until next year and put an
article in the warrant. Mrs. Marion Knox asks if both salary
changes are in the same motion? Answer: yes. Mrs. Helen Sher-
man spoke about the amount of money she collected last year, the
hours she spends in collecting over $1,000,000.00 and the re-
sponsibility of handling this amount of money. Mr. Sherman says
both tax collector and selectmen deserve all they get and more.
Mr. Bane says he only meant to correct the amount that was paid.
Mr. Sherman asks for a yes and no ballot. The amendment passed
by 215 yes, 32 no .
Now the main motion passed by a voice vote .
ARTICLE 2 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $13,875.00 as the 9 month portion of an annual salary
of $15,000.00 plus benefits for a full-time Police Chief (full
year cost $18,500.00).
James Small moved to raise and appropriate $13,875.00 as the
nine month portion of an annual salary of $15,000.00 plus benefits
for a full-time Police Chief (full year cost $18,500.00). Mr.
William Shafer seconds. W. E. Bryant, Jr. asks for a yes and no
ballot. The moderator asked the present Chief, Raymond Hearn, to
explain. He explained that some of this is already in hand from
a State agency, $12,491.00, so that all he would need is $1,384.00
now. Full-time officer is recommended for every 1,500 population
and we have over 2,000 now. He promised not to ask for another
full-time officer until our population hit 3,000. He further
stated he would work in the schools, give more training to his
men and give greater visibility. Marcia Tasker asked how many
were now on the force and he stated 8, but the chief is the only
one working over 32 hours a week. Ann White asked how much this
would cost in future years and the chief gave figures for the
next three years. He stated that all officers must live within
the town by December of this year. We can be sure of the grant
as the money is already in a bank for this. Fred Holmes asked if
the job would go to our present chief. Some wondered if he could
and would patrol back roads or the unplowed private roads. Many
more questions were asked and the mileage on the two cruisers was
given and saving on new one shown. Fred Holmes amends the article
to read that if passed the new full-time position would be opened
to applicants. John Schlang seconded. Amendment passed by voice
vote . Stephan Putnam felt that economic conditions indicate the
need of more police so it would be wise to use this money that is
now available and at such times later when the grant runs out, we
can act again. John Newman, Bonnie Hibbard, Alan Thomson and
Douglass Briggs spoke against the full-time officer. James Small,
Wayne Corson, Robert Bailey, and. Ellis Ring spoke in favor. The
yes and no ballot followed . 126 yes, 151 no . Motion defeated .
Recessed for lunch.
Reconvened at 1:00 P.M. with a note of humor by the modera-
tor. He noted that during the recess one of the selectmen, Walter
Crandall, had computed that at the rate of doing business during
the morning we will finish this town meeting in 11 days or three
months
!
A pleasant interlude was provided as Allan Clark of the Fire
Department presented a plaque to Mr. Robert Chadbourn as an award
to some member of the community who had given special service to
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the Fire Department. Mr. Chadbourn thanked the people.
ARTICLE 3 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $31,772.49 as its 1981 share of the capital cost with
interest for the construction of an incinerator and energy re-
covery facility as set forth under the Agreement for Formation of
the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative, and to allow the
Selectmen to accept Federal or State, and other grants that may be
available to the Town in providing its share in the project.
Charles Johnson moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$31,772.49 as the Town's share of the capital cost with interest
for the construction of an incinerator and energy recovery system
as set forth under the Agreement for Formation of the Lamprey
Regional Solid Waste Cooperative, and to allow the Selectmen to
accept Federal or State and other grants that may be available to
the Town in providing its share in the project. Ray Hearn sec-
onded. True Chesley amended the amount to read $24,206.72 as an-
other town has joined the group. James Small seconded. Amendment
passed by unanimous voice vote . Mr. Frary asks why Article 4
isn't the same as Article 3^ Mr. Post explains that now Revenue
Sharing funds can be used for more things, so that rather than
allocate it to several departments as in the past, the Budget Com-
mittee thought it just as well to put it all under one item that
would reduce the cost of running the Town. More discussion of
our dump system followed and Mr. Norman Nary asked if we pay this
each year. Answer: Yes. We are obligated to help pay this bonded
construction. Then the main motion was adopted by unanimous vote .
ARTICLE 4 To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $25,911.45
and authorize the withdrawal of $25,911.45 from the Revenue Shar-
ing Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972, for one of the following purposes or take
any other action it deems necessary: Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
Cooperative - New Construction.
Vincent Bane moved that the Town appropriate the sum of
$25,911.45 and authorize the withdrawal of same from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Local Assistance Act of 1972 for one of the following purposes
or take any other action it deems necessary : Lamprey Regional
Cooperative Solid Waste - New Construction. Clarence Ahlgren
seconded the motion. Marion Knox amended Article 4 to include
Article 5. Mr. Post said the Budget Committee meant it to be
used first for Lamprey Regional, then the balance of $1,704.73
could be used for new construction of Town roads. Mr. Corson
wonders why they couldn't have left the Revenue Sharing Fund
money in separate places as they have before. Mr. Bane explained
that the Budget Committee thought they had a mandate from the
Town to save money this year so they took this way to do it and
let each department stand on its own merits. Motion was adopted
by voice vote .
ARTICLE 5 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000.00 to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for a
future addition to the Northwood Town Hall. (Not recommended by
the Budget Committee)
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N. James Morse moved the article be indefinitely postponed .
David Behm seconded. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 6 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes and vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 for interest on same.
Charles Johnson moved to authorize the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes and raise the sum of $20,000.00
for interest on sameT NT James Morse seconded. Gordon Smart
asked why with double billing was it necessary to be short of
money. The answer is that the schools need to have their money in
June before the tax bills are out. Mr. Smart amends the article
to read $1,000.00 . Gary Smart seconded. The Selectmen told how
they borrowed more than needed last year but made money by re-
investing it in short term notes. Mrs. Helen Johnson asked why if
they made money wasn't that used this year. Marion Knox explained
they made about $14,000 in interest but the costs were $15,000 so
with the $2,500 in the budget for interest, the balance went into
the general fund. Joann Bailey, the treasurer last year, said
that they might not need the $20,000, but certainly the $1,000
wouldn't be enough. Mrs. Knox said we will have to borrow earlier
this year and Mrs. Helen Sherman explained that some do not pay
their taxes because with interest only 9% it is cheaper for them
to owe the Town than to pay on time. Amendment defeated by voice
vote . Now the main motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 7 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,049.00 for the Northwood Public Libraries.
Robert Herron moved to have the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,049.00 for the Northwood Public Libraries . Thomas
Madson seconded. Angela Darienzo asked for a quick explanation
of how the money would be spent. Mrs. Herron mentioned insulation
for the Chesley Library and then Jean Johnson read each item in
their budget. Motion adopted by a voice vote .
ARTICLE 8 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $11,490.00 for Parks and Playgrounds.
Robert Herron moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$11,490.00 for Parks and Playgrounds . Douglas Briggs seconded.
Motion adopted by voice vote.
ARTICLE 9 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $950.00 for the care of cemeteries.
James Small moved to raise and appropriate the sum of $950.00
for tHe care of cemeteries" Robert Bailey seconds. Motion ~
adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 10 To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise
and appropriate for Town Highways.
A mix-up in figures made it wise to omit this article for
now and go on to Article 11.
ARTICLE 11 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,500.00 for the purpose of street lighting.
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Charles Frary moved the sum of $4 , 500. 00 be raised for the
purpose of street lighting . Charles Johnson seconded. Mr.
Herron feels we only need lights at public places. This sum is
not for any new lights. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 12 To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum
of $5,074.16 for the purpose of Town Road Aid, the State's Share
to be $4,412.31 and the Town's share to be $661.85.
purpo
Clarence Ahlgren moved the sum of $5,074.16 be raised for the
se of Town Road Aid, the State's share to be $4,412.31 and
the Town's share to be $661.85. Charles Frary seconded. Motion
adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 13 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,375.00 for the Northwood Rescue Squad - Ambulance.
Theresa Herron moved the sum of $4,375.00 be raised for the
Northwood Rescue Squad - Ambulance . Robert Herron seconded. Ed
Shinn inquires how the ambulance can get in on unplowed private
roads. Mr. Morse says if road is plowed they will get there.
Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 14 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,369.00 for the Town's per capita share of the Rural
District Health Council, Inc.
Charles Johnson moved the sum of $6,369.00 for the Town's per
capita share of the Rural District Health Council, Inc . Clarence
Ahlgren seconded. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 15 To see if the Town will vote to transfer $1,500.00
from the revenue of the Municipal Court to the Highway Safety
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund.
James Small moved to have the Town transfer $1,500.00 from
the revenue of the Municipal Court to the Highway Safety Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund . Ray Hearn seconded. Mr. Post explained
that this went for police safety equipment and amended the article
to add that the Town Budget Committee be assigned as agent for
activating the fund in case of emergency . W. E . Bryant , Jr.
seconded. Mr. Hearn asked if this limits the purchase of new
cruiser in years to come. Answer: No. Amendment adopted by voice
vote . Then main motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 10 Now going back to this article which was passed over
earlier. Robert Bailey moved the sum of $68,425.00 be raised and
appropriated for Town Highways , of this $33,200.00 be for Summer
Maintenance, $32,000.00 for Winter Maintenance and $3,225.00 for
General purposes. Herbert Sherman seconded. Marilyn Metcalf
asked if work on Harvey Lake Road will be completed this year.
Mr. J. Perry Richardson said, Yes, early snow last Fall- kept it
from being finished last year. In response to Arthur Slade Ill's
query, Mr. Richardson said the Town will surface the entrance of
Harvey Lake Road on to Rt. 4 but not the entire width of the road.
Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 16 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $35,000.00 for new construction of Town roads. The
$35,000.00 is comprised of $15,921.56 of Town money, $10,861.60
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Highway Subsidy and $8,216.84 Special Highway Subsidy Funds.
Old Pittsfield Road $12,000.00
Blake's Hill Road - tar 8,000.00
Gulf Road - tar 4,000.00
Mountain Road - tar 4,500.00
Jenness Pond Road - tar 6,500.00
Herbert Sherman moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$35,000.00 for new construction of Town roads , comprised of
$15,921.56 of Town money, $10,861.60 Highway Subsidy and $8,216.84
Special Highway Subsidy Funds. This would be used as follows:
Old Pittsfield Road ($12,000.00); Blake's Hill Road - tar
($8,000.00); Gulf Road - tar ($4,000.00); Mountain Road - tar
($4,500.00); Jenness Pond Road - tar ($6,500.00). Robert Bailey
seconded. Mrs. Houle asked about the $4,000.00 appropriated last
year for Gulf Road. Mr. Chesley said that Public Service didn't
move poles in time to get in to do the work, but the road will be
done up to the mailboxes. Mr. Richardson says some of the money
was used to cut brush. The motion was adopted by voice vote
unanimously .
ARTICLE 17 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000.00 for the operation and maintenance of the
Northwood Recycling and Reclamation Area. (Dump)
Robert Bailey moved the sum of $10,400 be raised and ap-
propriated for the operation and maintenance of the Northwood
Recycling and Reclamation Area ! (Dump) Alan Thomson seconded.
Mr. Richardson told of the trials at the dump and the need of the
second man, although Mr. Morse felt that a second man would be
nice but that we ought to economize. Mr. Crandall answered the
questions about the salvage sales by saying that the glass about
paid for itself. Mr. Post feels that as a matter of safety, two
men should be there when the compactor is being used. Mr. Bailey
suggested that maybe the hours that the dump are open could be
cut. Motion prevailed by a show of hands. 94 yes, 17 no .
ARTICLE 18 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,475.00 for the Planning Board's expenses.
Clarence Ahlgren moved that the Town raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,475.00 for the Planning Board's expenses . Joseph
Grano seconded. Mr. Behm asks how much goes to lawyer's fees so
Mr. Crandall explained some pending cases, such as illegal sub-
divisions, illegal trailer, and illegal sale. Then he made an
amendment to increase the amount of money to $6*7375.00 . Mr. Post
seconded. Amendment defeated by show of hands: 45 yes, 61 no .
Now main motion was adopted by unanimous voice vote .
ARTICLE 19 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $225.00 for the Board of Adjustment's expenses.
Robert Herron moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$225 .TO for the Board of Adjustment's expenses . James Small
seconded. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 2 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $280.00 for the Conservation Commission's expenses.
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Veronica Post moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$280.00 for the Conservation Commission's expenses . Robert Herron
seconded. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 21 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $60.0 in support of the Rockingham Child and Family
Services.
Theresa Herron moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$60.00 in support of the Rockingham Child and Family Services .
W^ W. Bryant, Jr. seconded. Motion adopted , by voice vote .
ARTICLE 22 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $300.00 in support of the Child and Family Services of
New Hampshire. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
Theresa Herron moved to indefinitely postpone this article .
Veronica Post seconded. Motion prevailed by voice vote .
ARTICLE 2 3 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000.00 in support of the Seacoast Regional Counsel-
ing Center. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
Robert Herron moved to indefinitely postpone this article .
Ileane Marshall seconded. Mrs. Herron says this agency is par-
tially funded by the State Mental Health. Motion prevailed by
voice vote .
ARTICLE 2 4 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $700.00 in support of the Newmarket Regional Health
Center.
Norman Nary moved the Town raise and appropriate the sum of
$700. TTO in support of the Newmarket Regional Health Center .
Helen Frary seconded. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 25 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $50.00 in support of the Merrimack Day Care Center.
(Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
V. Post moved to indefinitely postpone this article . James
Small seconded. Greg Pitman who works at this center explained
the reason for asking for a contribution. Motion prevailed by a
show of hands. 89 yes, 22 no .
ARTICLE 26 To see if the Town will vote to receive and spend up
to $7,000.00 from Southern New Hampshire Services Employment and
Training Program for the CETA Program, Title VI.
True Chesley moved the Town to receive and spend up to
$1,300.00 from Southern N. H. Services Employment and Training
Program for the CETA Program, Title VI . R. Bailey seconded.
Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 2 7 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the State,
Federal or another governmental unit or a private source which be-
comes available during the year in accordance with the procedures
set forth in R.S.A. 31:95-6.
N. James Morse moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen
to apply for, accept and expend money from the State, Federal or
15
another governmental unit or a private source which becomes avail -
able during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth
in R.S.A. 31: 95-6. Charles Johnson seconded. Motion adopted by
unanimous voice vote .
ARTICLE 2 8 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to convey property acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's
deed, by public auction or by advertised sealed bid or in such
other manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice may re-
quire.
Jean Johnson moved that the Town authorize the Selectmen to
convey property acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's deed, by
public auction or by advertised sealed bid or in such other manner
as determined by the Selectmen as justice may require. True Ches-
ley seconded. Mr. Chesley explained that this is to get property
not going back to the original owners, back into becoming taxable
property again. Mr. Behm asked when this sale would be and the
answer was next summer when more people would be around. Motion
prevailed by unanimous voice vote .
ARTICLE 2 9 To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
dispose of the land and buildings thereon formerly of David and
Beulah Gagne , acquired by Tax Collector's Deed, to the present
occupant, David Gagne for the sum of $1,397.59.
Herbert Sherman moved the Town authorize the Selectmen to
dispose of the land and buildings thereon formerly of David and
Beulah Gagne , acquired by Tax Collector's deed, to the present
occupant, David Gagne for the sum of $1, 397 . 59 . C. Ahlgren
seconded. Marilyn Metcalf wondered if Town could add a penalty
fee. Motion adopted by unanimous voice vote .
ARTICLE 30 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,464.72 to support the Strafford Regional Planning
Commission. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
Charles Frary moved that the Town raise and appropriate
$1,464.72 to support the Strafford Regional Planning Commission .
Charles Johnson seconded. Mr. Frary says their help is needed as
you can read in the Town Report and that also the Conservation
Commission has found them to be of great help. The motion was de-
feated by show of hands. 31 yes, 6 6 no . A motion then followed
to indefinitely postpone the article . Motion made by Mr. Behm
and seconded by Mr. Morse. This motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 31 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to establish a Capital Reserve Fund for the
replacement or major repair of the equipment at the Northwood Re-
cycling and Reclamation Area. (Not recommended by the Budget Com-
mittee)
Veronica Post moved to indefinitely postpone this article .
Robert Herron seconded. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 32 To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital
Reserve Fund to be called Town Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund, for
the purpose of accruing monies received from donations, billings
and appropriations for the replacement of the present Town Ambu-
lance.
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Mr. Robert Herron moved to have the Town establish a Capital
Reserve Fund to be called the Town Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund ,
for the purpose of accruing monies received from donations, bill-
ings and appropriations for the replacement of the present ambu-
lance. Wayne Corson seconded. Donald Post amended the article to
read that the budget committee be assigned as agents in emergency
to release these funds. James Small seconds. Amendment adopted
by voice vote . The main motion adopted by voice vote . (Unanimous)
ARTICLE 33 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to invoice all persons transported by the Town Ambulance,
either directly or through their insurance providers, and to de-
posit all monies received in the Town Ambulance Capital Reserve
Fund.
Robert Herron moved to authorize the Selectmen to invoice all
persons transported by the Town Ambulance , either directly or
through their insurance providers, and to deposit all monies re-
ceived in the Town Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund. Alvah Hubner
seconds. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 34 To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,397.00 to be placed in the Town Ambulance Capital
Reserve Fund.
James Morse moved that the Town raise and appropriate the sum
of $3,39 7.00 to be placed in the Town Ambulance Capital Reserve
Fund. Donald MacCord seconds. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 35 To see if the Town of Northwood will require that all
cemetery lots sold in the Town of Northwood shall include per-
petual care.
Adrian Smith moved that the Town require all cemetery lots
sold in the Town of Northwood shall include perpetual care . Don-
ald Post seconds. Mr. Wilson asked when the effective date would
be and the answer would be from this time on. Motion adopted by
voice vote .
ARTICLE 36 To see if the Town of Northwood shall set the fee for
perpetual care of cemetery lots at $300.00 for a full lot, $150.00
for a half lot, and $50.00 for a single grave lot.
Donald Post moved that the Town set the fee for perpetual
care of cemetery lots at $300.00 for a full lot, $150. 00 for a
half lot, and $50.00 for a single grave lot . True Chesley
seconds. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 37 To see if the Town of Northwood will require that no
burial shall be made in any cemetery lot in the Town unless said
lot is placed in perpetual care.
Donald Post moved that the Town require that no burial shall
be made in any cemetery lot in the Town unless said lot is placed
in perpetual care . Mr. Behm says this is too restrictive.
Gladys Emerson asks if this means she could not be buried in a lot
she already owns, and if she were already paying someone to care
for the lot, would that cover this rule? Answer: No. Mr. Frary
suggested an amendment but since the original motion had not been
seconded, Mr. Post restated his motion to read: To see if the
Town will require no burial shall be made in any organized
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cemetery in the Town unless the lot is placed in perp
This provision excludes small cemeteries within the b
etual care ,
ounds of
private property . Bruce Farr seconds. Mr. Burtt asks if his
ancestor waiting burial in Fairview Cemetery would have to have
perpetual care paid on the lot before burial? Answer: Yes.
Motion adopted by show of hands. 52 yes, 18 no .
ARTICLE 38 To see if the Town of Northwood will vote to allow the
Board of Selectmen to dispose of all but four of the wooden Town
Hall benches to the highest bidders from professional antique
dealers and others, by sealed bid, proceeds of which are to be
used to purchase additional folding chairs for the Town Hall.
Helen Fogg moved that the Town allow the Board of Selectmen
to dispose of all but four of the wooden Town Hall benches to the
highest bidders from professional antique dealers and others, by
sealed bid, proceeds of which are to be used to purchase addition-
al folding chairs for the Town Hall. Mrs. Bonnie Hibbard seconded,
Jean Johnson warns local people of their poor condition. Motion
adopted by unanimous vote .
ARTICLE 39 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the treas-
urer^ with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, to appoint a
deputy treasurer.
Charles Frary moved that the Town authorize the treasurer,
with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, appoint a deputy
treasurer . Jean Lane seconds. Mrs. Thomson asked if this was a
paid position? Answer: Only paid by the treasurer out of her
salary. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 4 To see if the Town will vote to authorize the tax
collector, with the approval of the Board of Selectmen, to appoint
a deputy tax collector.
Jean Lane moved to authorize the tax collector, with the
approval of the Board of Selectmen, to appoint a deputy tax col-
lector ^ Charles Bailey seconds. Motion adopted by voice vote .
ARTICLE 41 To see if the Town will vote to approve an official
Town Map, as approved by the Northwood Planning Board.
Mrs. Helen Fogg moved that the Town approve an official Town
Map as approved by the Planning Board. W. E. Bryant, Jr. seconds.
Mr. Crandall says this map is done and ready to go to Exeter. In
response to many errors that some pointed out, Mrs. Fogg accepted
an amendment to her original motion that 60 days be allowed to
accept corrections to the map. Motion adopted by unanimous vote.
ARTICLE 42 To see if the Town will vote to petition the Repre-
sentatives and Senators who represent the Town in the General
Court to support in the current session of the General Court, the
concurrent resolution to amend the State Constitution to limit the
annual increase in spending by the state or any city, town, or
other governmental unit of the state to five percent. (By Peti-
tion)
Mr. Robert Herron moved to indefinitely postpone this arti-
cle . Jean Lane seconds. Motion prevailed by show of hands
5 3 yes, 36 no.
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ARTICLE 4 3 To see if the Town will vote to discontinue a portion
of Mountain Road, so-called, a Class VI highway, in the said Town
of Northwood. The portion of said Mountain Road that is to be
discontinued has as its easterly termini a point which is the
intersection of the northerly side of said Mountain Road and a
stonewall which represents the southeast corner of the Caswell
lot, so-called (now owned by M. Edward Burtt) . The westerly
termini of said proposed discontinued road is a point at the
intersection of the southerly side of said Mountain Road and a
stonewall which is the northwest corner of the Brown Lot, so-
called (now owned by Robert Low) . The requested roadway to be
discontinued is all that between the above stated easterly and
westerly termini. (By Petition)
Joann Bailey moved that this article be indefinitely post-
poned . J. Lane seconds. Mr. Edward Burtt, not a resident but a
taxpayer and the initiator of the article, asked if he could speak
to explain his reasons for wanting this road closed: Stop theft
of his stonewalls and would help him keep it rural, otherwise he
may have to sell to an interested buyer who plans to put in cheap
housing. Mr. Behm says people have had right to pass over this
road since 1790. Mr. Chesley says the landowners on the other
side of the road are not in favor of closing the road. Motion to
postpone carried by unanimous voice vote.
ARTICLE 44 To transact any other business that legally may come
before said meeting.
Mr. Charles Johnson moved that beginning with the calendar
year 1982 each Selectmen's compensation for service be established
so as not to exceed $2,600.00 per year with an additional $500.00
per year for chairman . This to be paid on a bi-weekly basis.
Clarence Ahlgren seconds. Mr. Douglas Briggs believes this would
start the Selectmen on the road to full-time office, making it
impossible for anyone to run for the office. Mr. Charles Johnson
says the work has to be done and if you don't want the Selectmen
to do it, then you must pay for a town manager. Motion defeated
by voice vote.
Mr. William Johnson moves that the Town commend the Moderator
and the Town Clerk for a job well done here today. Vincent Bane
moves that if Mrs. Sherman continues as tax collector she be paid
only $1,050.00, or reimburse the Town the $1,950.00 she was over-
paid last year . Mr. D. Briggs seconded. Motion adopted by voice
vote . Mrs. Helen Sherman said she only got $1,500.00 and
$1, 900. 00 last year. Mr. Bane asked Mrs. Knox, Selectmen's secre-
tary, if the $4,900.00 figure paid to Mrs. Sherman in the Town re-
cords was correct. She said it was but then added the explanation
that few were aware that the tax collector's salary is usually
paid on the previous year's tax warrant. She was quite sure the
$3,000.00 paid Mrs. Sherman was for the 1979 salary. Mr. Bane
said if she didn't get the $4,900.00, he wasn't trying to make her
pay for it. He was just trying to find out if she was paid.
Charles Bailey says he would hope the Selectmen correct the situa-
tion.
James Small moves we adjourn . Gordon Smart seconded the mo-
tion. Meeting adjourned at 6:45 P.M. with everyone thankful that
for the first time in several years we were able to accomplish the
Town's business in one day, long and tiring though it was.
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The State of New Hampshire
The Polls will be open from 1Q:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Northwood in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall in said North-
wood on Tuesday, the ninth day of March, next at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensuing.
2. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the provisions of
RSA 72:43-f for the adjusted elderly exemptions from property tax,
3. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an ordinance rela-
tive to a prohibition of camping.
4. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an ordinance con-
cerning damages to Town Roads
.
5. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an ordinance con-
cerning loud, unusual or other unnecessary noise.
6. To see if the Town will vote to adopt an ordinance con-
cerning the discharge of firearms within 300 feet of an occupied
building in the Town of Northwood.
Given under our hands and seal, this 16th day of February,
in the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty- two.
TRUE W. CHESLEY Selectmen
WALTER M. CRANDALL, JR. of
ROBERT E. BAILEY Northwood, N.H.
A True Copy of Warrant - Attest:
TRUE W. CHESLEY
WALTER M. CRANDALL, JR.
ROBERT E. BAILEY
Notice: Absentee Ballots will be opened at 3 P.M.
Robert A. Johnson, Moderator
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TOWN WARRANT
The State of New Hampshire
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Northwood in the County of
Rockingham in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Coe-Brown Northwood
Academy in said Northwood on Saturday the 13th day of March next
at nine of the clock in the forenoon to act upon the following
subjects
:
1. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
Town Charges for the ensuring year and make appropriations of the
same. ($166,490.79)
2. To see if the Town will vote to establish the Northwood
Rescue Squad as a dempartment of the Town.
3. To see if the Town will vote to fix the compensation of
the Tax Collector at $3,600.00 per year, payable monthly, as a
salary for the collection of property, bank and yield taxes,
interest and penalties.
4. To see if the Town will vote to place the Town Clerk on
an annual salary of $3,000.00, payable monthly, instead of the
current fee compensation system for auto and boat registrations,
dog licenses, monthly recording fee, and hourly election and town
meeting salary.
5. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $32,368.17
and authorize the withdrawal of $32,368.17 from the Revenue
Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Local Assistance Act of 1972, for the following purposes, or take
any other action it deems necessary:
Cemetery Trustees - ground preparation for
road construction at
Pine Grove Cemetery $ 2,500.00
Records Committee - Microfilming approximately
five years of records and
the tax map. (State Law) 1,512.00
Police Department - Communications Equipment 4,800.00
Libraries - Cataloging of collection
at Chesley Library 1,500.00
Town Hall - Construction of a cement
block addition for record
storage 10,000.00
Rescue Squad - Training Equipment 3,500.00
Town Hall - Insulating of hall ceiling 1,052.00
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Fire Department - Insulating and siding
of Ridge Fire Station $ 5,750.00
Fire Department - Equipment 1/754 .17
$32,368.17
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $16,100.00 as its share of the capital cost, with
interest, for the construction of an incinerator and energy
recovery facility as set forth under the Agreement for Formation
of the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative, and to allow
the Selectmen to accept Federal or State, and other grants that
may be available to the Town in providing its share in the pro-
ject.
7. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to borrow money in anticipation of taxes and vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $10,000.00 for interest on same.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,908.00 for the Northwood Public Libraries.
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,500.00 for the expenses of the Northwood Fire
Fighters
.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $11,765.00 for Parks and Playgrounds.
11. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the hiring
of a full-time lifeguard for the Northwood Lake Public Beach.
(By Petition)
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,500.00 for the salary of a full-time lifeguard for
the Northwood Lake Public Beach. (By Petition) (Not Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $475.00 for the care of cemeteries.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $77,115.00 for Town Highways. (Summer - $40,700.00,
Winter - $32,000.00, General Expense of Highway Department -
$4,415.00)
15. To see if the Town will vote to remove the street lights
from poles numbered as follows: (22 lights)
East Northwood
Route 202A #820/19 near David Orr residence
Route 4 #8/240 next to W. van den Bergh residence
#8/229 opposite Odd Fellows Hall
#8/200 at Indian Head Bank




#8/181 between M. Montgomery and J. Kelley
residences
#8A/3 intersection of Green Street and






#8/167 opposite R. Stead residence
#8/132 opposite R. Puffer residence
#817/3 in front of C. Tuttle residence
#8/85 in front of the Congregational
Church






#86/18 in front of M. Magoon residence
#80/23 in front of R. Mahachik residence,
near J. Bryant Library
#80/49 at Northwood Lake Beach
#80/52 opposite Pleasant Drive-Earl's Beach
#80/57 opposite Maple Lane
#80/59 at Lena Mead residence
#80/61 between Cooley and Dachowski
residences
#80/63 opposite R. Kaffel residence
#80/65 near A. Scott residence, before
Hudson's Restaurant
#80/67 intersection of Lake Shore Drive
and Route 4 at Hudson's Restaurant
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000.00 for street lighting.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 for the Northwood Rescue Squad.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $4,090.00 for the Northwood Town Ambulance expenses.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,110.05 for the purpose of Town Road Aid, the
State's share to be $4,443.52 and the Town's share to be $666.53.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,573.00 for the Town's per capita share of the
Rural District Health Council, Inc.
21. To see if the Town will vote to transfer $2,000.00 from
the revenue of the Municipal Court to the Highway Safety Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $39,500.00 for new construction. The $39,500.00 is
comprised of $24,139.88 of Town money, $7,348.05 Highway Subsidy,
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and $8,022.07 Special Highway Subsidy Funds.
New Construction Breakdown:
Lower Deerfield Road to Bigelow Road $8,000.00
Old Pittsfield Road to Dimes Drive 6,800.00
Mountain Road ( brush 8,000.00
Pender Hill Road ( ditch, shim 7,700.00
Blake's Hill Road ( resurface 9 ,000.00
$39,500.00
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,294.00 for the operation and maintenance of the
Northwood Recycling and Reclamation Area (dump)
.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,630.00 for Planning Board expenses.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $225.00 for Board of Adjustment expenses.
26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $458.00 for Conservation Commission expenses.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $750.00 for the Newmarket Regional Health Center.
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,397.00 to be placed in the Town Ambulance Capital
Reserve Fund
29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $750.00 for the fee compensation and expenses of the
Building Inspector.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,464.72 to support the Strafford Regional Planning
Commission. (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $50.00 for the Merrimack Day Care Center. (Not
Recommended by the Budget Committee)
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $238.00 in support of the Rockingham Child and Family
Service. (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 for the support of the Seacoast Regional
Counseling Center. (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,410.00 for spraying and care of the Berry Elm.
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1.00 for Gypsy Moth Suppression. (Not Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000.00 to be added to the Highway Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund. (Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
37. To see if the Town of Northwood will approve a resolution
to the New Hampshire Housing Finance Authority regarding the con-
struction of low income family and elderly housing units, as
follows
:
Be it resolved by the Town of Northwood that the New Hampshire
Housing Finance Authority be and is authorized to operate in the
Town of Northwood, State of New Hampshire, that said New Hampshire
Housing Authority is authorized to sponsor a project for low in-
come and elderly persons under Section 8 of the U. S. Housing Act
of 1937 as amended, for the following accommodations: newly
constructed housing, ten (10) 2-bedroom low income family units,
five (5) 1-bedroom elderly units.
The project, as proposed, shall be subject to the granting of
required Federal, State and Town approvals for the development.
38. To see if the Town will vote to place the fees charged
for the use of the lagoon at the Northwood Reclamation Area in a
Capital Reserve Fund. The monies from said fund to be used for
lagoon maintenance, repairs and future replacement of present
lagoons
.
39. To see if the Town of Northwood will vote to express
approval of a Broad Base Tax, and to present the results to our
State Representative and State Senator. (By Petition which states
vote shall be by "yes" and "no" ballot.)
40. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dis-
pose of the land and buildings thereon, formerly of Philip M.
Carr, Jr. and Joyce M. Carr, acquired by Tax Collector's Deed, to
the said Philip M. Carr, Jr. and Joyce M. Carr, for the sum of
$2,281.08.
41. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dis-
pose of the land and buildings thereon, formerly of Michael E.
Ames, acquired by Tax Collector's Deed, to the present occupant,
Michael E. Ames, for the sum of $1,171.87.
42. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dis-
pose of the land and buildings thereon, formerly of Leon E. Jock,
acquired by Tax Collector's Deed, to the present occupant, Leon
E. Jock, for the sum of $1,733.35.
43. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dis-
pose of the land and buildings thereon, formerly of M. Jessica
Loy, acquired by Tax Collector's Deed, to the present occupant,
M. Jessica Loy, for the sum of $1,570.30.
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44. To see if the Town will vote to prohibit any member of
an elected or appointed committee of the Town from becoming a
paid employee of that Committee and the Town of Northwood. This
prohibition shall not apply to a Town employee who by virtue of
his knowledge of his particular employment is asked to serve on
a committee as a consultant.
45. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to convey property acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's Deed,
by public auction or by advertised sealed bid, or in such other
manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice may require.
46. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the State,
Federal or another governmental unit or a private source which
becomes available during the year in accordance with the pro-
cedures set forth in RSA 31:95-6.
47. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to execute Quit-Claim Deeds, and by so doing to ratify and con-
firm various deeds executed by previous Selectmen, which cite as
their authority a vote of the March 14, 1933 Town Meeting and
Which convey various tracts of land and buildings acquired by
the Town by Tax Collector's Deeds.
48. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to convey property acquired by the Town by Tax Collector's Deed,
by public auction or by advertised sealed bid or in such other
manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice may require and
further, to approve, confirm and ratify the acts of the Selectmen
of the Town of Northwood conveying various properties bought by
the Town at tax sales and which deeds recite that the authority
for those conveyances is a 1933 vote of the Town of Northwood and
particularly to approve, confirm and ratify the acts of the
Selectmen in issuing a deed from the Town of Northwood to Joseph
C. Rogers and Madelienne M. Rogers dated November 28, 1964 con-
veying Lot #327, Harvey Lake Estates, recorded on January 15,
1965 at Volume 1750, Page 229, Rockingham County Registry of
Deeds which recites the authority of said March 14, 1933 Town
Meeting vote
.
49. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen
to execute a quitclaim deed on behalf of the Town of Northwood,
to Elizabeth M. Aldrich, conveying whatever interest the Town of
Northwood has in three lots of land shown as Lots #304, #306,
and #308 of Harvey Lake Estates, as shown on a plan recorded in
the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds as Microfilm Plan #01709,
which quitclaim deed will also serve to ratify and confirm two
deeds from the Town of Northwood by its Selectmen, or any of them,
to Raymond H. Wilson and Mary E. Wilson, conveying said lots,
which deeds are dated July 16, 1959, and are recorded in the Rock-
ingham County Registry of Deeds at Book 1546, Page 385 (Lot #304),
and Book 1546, Page 474 (Lots #306 and #308).
50. To transact any other business that legally may come
before said meeting.
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Given under our hands and seal this 16th day of February in
the year of our Lord nineteen hundred and eighty-two.
TRUE W. CHESLEY Selectmen
WALTER M. CRANDALL, JR. of
ROBERT E. BAILEY Northwood, N.H,
A True Copy of Warrant «- Attest:
TRUE W. CHESLEY Selectmen
WALTER M. CRANDALL, JR. of
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Land - Improved and Unimproved $19,618,284,
Buildings 23,372.945.
Public Utilities 2,003,910.
House Trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel Tr. (221) 1,106,025
Total Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $46,101,164.
Handicapped Exemption (1) $ 12,000.
Blind Exemption (1) 14,250.
Elderly Exemptions (87) 769,752.
Total Exemptions Allowed $ 796,002.





Election and Registration Expenses
Municipal and District Court Expenses
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses
Police Department
Fire Department





Ambulance - Rescue Squad
Vital Statistics
Town Dump
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
Rural District Health Council, Inc.
Newmarket Regional Health












Damages and Legal Expenses
Employees' Retirement and Social Security
Unemployment Compensation
Interest on Temporary Loans







































Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits
$359,631.97
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Resident Tax Penalties
Inventory Penalties
Meals and Rooms Tax




Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land















Additional Highway Subsidy $ 8,216.84
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees 55,000.00
Dog Licenses 1,200.00
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 75.00
Fines & Forfeits, Municipal & District Court 2,500.00
Interest Received on Deposits 7,500.00
Income From Trust Funds 1,500.00
Income From Departments 7,000.00
Surplus 7,000.00
Sale of Town Property 6,000.00
CETA (Planner) 1,300.00
Special Police Duty 3,000.00
Revenue Sharing Funds 25,911.45
Total Revenues and Credits $204,450.45
Net Town Appropriations $155,182.00
Net School Appropriations 807,910.00
County Tax Assessment 55,115.00
Total of Town, School and County $1,018,207.00
Deduct: Total Business Profits Tax Reimb. 54,815.90
Add: War Service Credits 14,950.00
Add: Overlay 9,312.00
Total Property Taxes to be Raised $987,653.00
Tax Rate: Town, .38; School District, 1.69; County, .11 = 2.18
Veterans Exemptions
:
Totally and Permanently Disabled (8) $ 5,600.00
All Other Qualified Persons (187) 9,350.00
Total Veterans Exemptions $ 14,950.00
Current Use Exemption:
Total Land Valuation Exempted $4,055,336.00
Total Number of Acres 8,988




Title of Appropriation Appropriation Receipts
Town Officers ' Salaries
Town Officers ' Expenses
Election & Registration Expenses
Municipal and District Court Expenses











Rural District Health Council
Newmarket Health Center

















Highway Safety Capital Reserve
Interest on Temporary Loans












225.00 _ - - _
16,125.00 - _ _ _
280.00 - ._ _ _
4,375.00 _ _ _ _
100.00 _ _. _ _
10,400.00 2,172.76
24,206.72 _ _ _ -
6,369.00 _ _ _ _
700.00 _ _ _ _
60.00 _ _ _ _
5,074.16 - _ _ _
37,200.00 512.38
28,000.00 369.73
35,000.00 _ _ - _
4,500.00 _ _ _ _
3,225.00 1,972.24
10,049.00 _ _ _ _
4,000.00 _ _ - _
9,860.00 3,596.55
400.00 _ _ _ _
11,490.00 1,446.00
950.00 _ _ - _
5,750.00 _ _ _ _
5,101.60 _ _ _ _




3,397.00 _ _ _ _




































































































































Town of Northwood Checking Account $318,359.56
Conservation Commission Fund 633.00
Pevenue Sharing Savings Account 21,834.19
Redemption of Property Account 7,105.36
Capital Reserve Funds:




Accounts Due to the Town:
Joint Highway Construction Accounts













Levy of 1981 Inc. Resident Taxes
Levy of 19 8





















Fund Balance - December 31, 1980 (per D.R.A.)
Fund Balance - December 31, 1981












Accounts Owed by the Town:
Bills outstanding:
New Trust Fund - Waytina $ 150.00











Unexpended Revenue Sharing Funds 21,834.19
Yield Tax Deposits (Escrow Account) 1,840.00
School District Tax Payable 455,794.50
Other Liabilities:
Chesley Memorial Library Fund 679.91
A. & A. Caswell Fund 70.13
James Bryant Fund 231.73
Freemont Swain Fund 195.34
Northwood Bicentennial Fund 617.49
Library Donations, Gifts & Fines 14.12
Alfred Parsons Book Fund 24.67
Eugene Grant Library Memorial Fund 45.24
Irene Grant Book Fund 84.55
Clinton D. Carlisle Book Fund 15 3.18
Total Accounts Owed by the Town $484,405.6 7
State and Town Joint Highway Construction Accounts
:
Unexpended Balance in State Treasury 5.54
Capital Reserve Funds: 20,837.02
Total Liabilities $505,248.14
Fund Balance - Current Surplus $ 59,112.07
Grand Total $564,360.21
43
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment




Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
Materials and Supplies
Parks, Commons and Playgrounds
Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment
All Lands and Buildings acquired through Tax
Collector's Deeds:
Michael Ames property, Main Street
Philip Carr property, Route 4
David Gagne property, Route 4 3
Leon Jock property, Pender Hill Road
Glendle Caverly, backland
Roger Blouin property, Lucas Pond Lot #46
Gerald Swimm property, Gulch Mt . Acres, Lot #22
William Smith property, Long Pond Estates, Lot #92
Faucher Development, Chateaneuf Lot
M. Jessica Loy, Pleasant Lake
All Other Property and Equipment:
Community Hall, land and building
Town Ambulance
Town Dump, land
One Double-ended Compactor and Building
Numbered School Lots, bal. of land and beaches
Harvey Lake Estates, Lots 1, 46, 139, 141, 253
and beaches
Lynn Grove, land and beach
Plan 202A, Right-of-way and beach








Longuiel Subdivision Recreation Area























































TOWN CLERK ' S REPORT
















































Boat Taxes Collected January 1981 to






as of December 31, 1981
Taxes Committed to Collector - Levy 19 81:
Property Taxes and Fees $977,322.93
Resident Taxes 12,260.00







Current Use Land Change Taxes 2,656.50
5,452.44
Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes 786.48




National Bank Stock Taxes .50
Yield Taxes 1,773.52
Boat Taxes 57.75




Property Taxes $ 3,172.53
Resident Taxes 120.00
Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1981
as per Collector's List:


























Resident of Dover, N
Veteran's Widow
Paid in Lee, N. H.
Moved to Dover, N. H








Durrell, Lynwood & Margaret




Machado, Carlos et al
Moore, Leslie
Pollard, Robert & Eva
Ross, Woodrow

















































































































































































Nault, J. Albert II
Nault, Kelley
Newman, Gerald J. Sr.
Newman, Margaret A.





































































Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
















Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1981


















































Levy 1980 - Resident Taxes Uncollected
Crowther, Christine
Cofferen, Karen

































Movec1 to Madbury, N. H




Moved to Epsom, N. H.























































































































Uncollected Taxes as of January 1, 1981:
Property Taxes $ 371.67
Resident Taxes 40 .00
$ 411.67
Added Resident Tax 10.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes 38.16
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes 3.00
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Ended December 31, 1981:




Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1981
as per Collector's List:
Property Taxes - Giera $ 76.82
Resident Taxes - Mr. & Mrs.
Giera 20.00
LEVY 1978
Uncollected Taxes as of January 1, 1981:
Property Taxes $ 373.68
Interest Collected 10.64
Remittances to Treasurer During Year
Ended December 31, 1981
Property Taxes $ 15 2.00
Interest Collected 10.64
Uncollected Taxes - December 31, 1981
as per Collector's List:











TAX COLLECTOR'S SALE OF REAL ESTATE
Levy 1980 September 29, 1981
Baker, Watson & Virginia $ 56.10
Blanchard, Charles A. & Cynthia J. 529.14
Bousquet, Harold 426.43
Bowley, Frederick & Irene 614.78
Brower, Howard 941.73
Brown, Dorothy Heirs 522.58
Brown, Everett J. & Phyllis 696.77
Brown, Everett W. & Sharolyn 204.29
Bunker, James E., Leona E. & Elvyn 67.91
Bunker, James E. & Leona E. & George & Mary Wilson 47.22
Chouinard, Richard J. & Linda S. 871.67
Cooper, Samuel & Betsey 235.91
Currier, James & Florence 777.49
Curtis, Ella 506.74
DeMaggio, Mary 6 9.62
DeMaggio, Sylvester & Mary 766.25
DiFronzo, Louis & Charlotte 422.36
Donohue, Robert & Lesley 495.58
Duncan, Henry & Madelaine 207.86
Emmons, David & Margaret 279.47
Fletcher, Timothy & Carole 696.77
Gaukstern, F. G., Martin, Carlman 552.84
Grady, Raymond Jr., & Joan M. 18.85
Gross, Dennis & Mary 51.70
Hodder, Gwendolyn 393.01
Hodgdon, Gary & Cheryl A. 398.62
Hudson, William & Dorothy 2,573.68
Hudson, William & Dorothy 53.26
Hullinger, Sandra 380.00
Hutchinson, Thomas W. & Virgie M. 590.13




LaCasse, Ghislain & Pauline 323.94
Lesnyk, Paul & Victoria 132.22
Lesnyk, Paul, Victoria, Rita, Theodore 116.62
Lindahl, Jacqueline 888.51
Magoon, Bliss 241.40
Maloney, Thomas S. 4 44.79
McLaughlin, Robert 600.67
Mendlesohn, David & Wendy 397.94
Mendum, Charles L. & Sharon A. 843.75
2 Resident Taxes 22.00
Monac, Edward J. & Clare R. 19 3.6 5
Morse, N. James & Ellen W. 194.90
Myles, Lee T. & Irene R. 142.12
Nault, J. Albert II 637.72
Newman, John 369.71
Peters, Forest Estate 2,349.86
Polito, Vincent 18.85
Porter, Victor & Faye 197.96
Noel, Loyal D. & Kathleen $ 79.97
Pote, Frank & Christine 236.95
Preve, Wilfred & Pena 242.77
Purinton, Richard & Antoinette 200.07
Record, Douglas 925.05
Sauls, John 78.67
Snedeker, John & Julie 585.58
Stimpson, David E. for David W. Stimpson 1,233.15
Tasker, Donald 448.91




Warren, Michael & Eltruda 385.65
Wilson, Ceorge & Mary 230.24
With am, Albert & Joyce 171.92







TAX SALES REDEEMED DURING 19 81
Previous
Levies of 1980 1979 Years
Banks, Russell $ $ 570.24 $
Bishop, Ralph & Marilyn 139.02 243.06
Blanchard, Charles & Cynthia 537.87
Brisco, George & Ellen 288.25
Caputo Estate 121.85
Carr, George D. 41.30 49.89
Catanese, Ralph & Muriel 65.16




Emmons, Bryon & 833.38 13.50
Emmons , David &
Fife, Lynwood 197.06 241.18
Fletcher, Timothy & Carol 696.77
Ford, George H. 200.17 305.49
Gross, Dennis & Mary 51.70
Hodgdon, Gary & Cheryl 398.62 240.80
Hullinger, Sandra 132.32
Hutchinson, Thomas & Virgie 318.55
Inland Acres 486.43 574.00
Janvrin, Wendell & Elizabeth 32.18
Kelly, Robert E. & Janet A. 133.29
Kelsey, Richard 1,200.00 1,171.20
Kimball, Frances 340.00
LaCasse, Ghislain & Pauline 323.94
Lesnyk, Paul & Victoria 138.04
Lesnyk, Paul, Victoria, Theodore
& Rita 118.62
Magoon, Bliss 151.63
Maloney, Thomas S. 444.79
Mendlesohn, David & Wendy 397.94
Mendum, Charles L. & Sharon A. 475.00
Minucci, Redmond 6 0.60
Monac, Edward & Clare 9 7.00
Noel. Loyal D. & Kathleen 79.97
Peters, Forest Estate 896.91
Pote, Frank J. & Christine 200.00
Preve, Wilfred & Rena 242.77
Russell, Marilyn G. 348.54
Stimpson, David F. 1,276.00
Tasker, Donald 100.00 916.20
Tasker, J. Ronald 925.30 558.39
Thibault, Albert 18.85
Twombly, Frederick & Naomi 2 3 0.08
Wallace, Beverly 40.00
Warren, Michael & Eltruda 80.00 63.00
Wilson, George & Mary 219.28
Yeaton, Douglas & Gloria ^28 . 00
$10,251.6 5 $5,975.61 $5,328.01
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1981
Tax Sales on Levies of:
Previous
1980 1979 1978 Years
Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes
January 1, 1981 $10,282.99 $5,073.02 $1,864.21
Taxes Sold to Town
During Current Year $32,016.31
Interest and Fees
Collected After
Sale 59.40 375.24 530.54 657.44
Redemption Costs 14.30






After Sale $10,192.25 $ 5,586.07 $2,637.56 $1,502.47
Deeded to Town
During Year 409.18 179.24
Unredeemed Taxes
December 31, 1981 21,824.06 4,696.92 2,026.28 182.50
Total Credits $32,075.71 $10,672.53 $5,603.56 $2,521.65
Deeded During 1981:
Loy, M. Jessica N. Pleasant Lake
Lot #19 and Building
56
TOTAL COLLECTED FROM ALL SOURCES AND REMITTED TO TREASURER





Current Use Land Change Taxes
































Total Tax Sales Redeemed







Helen A. Sherman, Collector
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TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT
Fiscal Year Ending December 31, 1981
Cash Balance:





Town Clerk 63,416.70 $1,619,274.69
Total Amount Available from All Sources $2,014,588.39
Less :
Total Disbursement per Order of Selectmen $1,696,228.83
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1981 $ 318,359.56
(In Concord National Bank)
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Northwood Conservation Commission Fund, Concord Savings Bank
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1980 $598.85.
Interest for 1981 34.15
'
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1981 $ 633.00
Federal Revenue Sharing Account, Concord Savings Bank
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1980 $26,046.47





October 15 4,920.00 19,674.00
Total Amount Available $47,745.64
Less 19 81 Withdrawals 25,911.45
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1981 $ 21,834.19
Redemption of Property Account, Concord National Bank





Balance on Hand, December 31, 1981
Total Amount in Savings Accounts, December 31, 1981 $ 29,572.55
Respectfully submitted,




























Redemption of Property Account, withdrawal
New Trust Funds
Pine Grove Cemetery Trust
Library Donations, Finds and Gifts
CETA
Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund
Junkyard Permits
Casino License
Sale and Lease of Property
Sale of Wooden Town Hall Benches
State of New Hampshire




































Town Officers' Salaries $ 12,945.25
Auto & Boat Permits, Dog Licenses, Resident Taxes 3,185.00
Town Officers' Expenses 25,936.76
Election and Registration 669.75
Municipal Court 560.84




Rescue Squad and Ambulance 4,354.13
Insurance 18,234.00
Planning Board 2,330.42
Board of Adjustment 74.23
Conservation Commission 268.83
Damages & Legal Expenses 4,663.51




T.R.A. Town Share 6 61.85
Winter Maintenance 25,123.84





Old Age Assistance 2,651.79
Town Poor 14,630.37
Parks & Playgrounds 13,118.28
1978 Cemetery Funds 1,780.94
1980 Cemetery Funds , 466.16
Cemeteries 400.00
1980 Cemetery Donation 50.00
Timber Tax Deposits 996.57
Taxes Bought By Town 3 2,206.32
Redemption of Property 4,4 35.8 4
Discounts, Abatements and Refunds 5,585.98
Lamprey Regional Cooperative 23,206.72
New Trust Funds 3,470.00,
Pine Grove Cemetery Trust 190.00,
Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund 8,124.37
Highway Safety Capital Reserve 1,500.00'
Chesley Memorial Book Fund 616.79
Arthur & May Caswell Fund 21.00
James Bryant Fund 196.00.
Freemont Swain Fund 115.00
Alfred Parsons Book Fund 23.25'
Eugene Grant Fund 4 9.47
Irene Grant Book Fund 87.65
Clinton D. Carlisle Fund 126.30
1973 Northwood Bicentennial Fund 580.65
Dr. Harold Conrad, Jr. Memorial Fund 2.50
Dr. Alfred Mihachik Fund 230.00
Library Donations, Fines and Gifts 625.70
Electra Cotton Fund 64.95
CETA 1,253.89
60
Rural District Health Council, Inc. $ 6,369.00
Rockingham Child and Family Services 60.00
Newmarket Regional Health Center 700.00
Memorial Day 400.00
Dog License Fees 153.00
Fire Truck 76,000.00
Wooden Bench Account 796.95
County Tax 55,115.00




Interest on Temporary Loans 17,853.50
Northwood School District 837,038.43
Total Payments $1,696,228.83
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
Town Officers ' Expenses
Copy Machine Receipts $ 321.75
3M Business Products, refund 132.43
Sale of Town Maps 78.50
Special Plowing 160.30
Current Use Recording Fees
Arlene M. Buzzell 3.00
Helen B. Johnson 3.00
John G. Straughan 3.0
Robert Bennett 3.00
Shirley D. Sargent 3.00
Paul D. Beck 3.00
Leo Dagenais 3.00
James B. Chase 3.00
Ann Kelley 3.00
Janet L. Stanhope 3.00
Sonia Wallman 3.00
Pearl Peters 3.00
Lawrence F. Otto 3.00
/\nn Strout 3.00
Randall DeTrude 3.00
Leonard Parrish, Junkyard hearing fee 50.00
Auburn District Court, stale check .75
Terry's East Real Estate, report 3.15 $ 791.88
Elections
Sale of Checklist $ 10.00
Town Hall & Other Buildings
Mathew H. Eddy, telephone
Joseph Braley, telephone
J. J. Jeffrey Post #7217 V.F.W.,
J. J. Jeffrey Post #7217 V.F.W.,




Northwood Theater Workshop, sp. open.
Raymond Barringer, sale of safe
True W. Chesley, sale of heater 25. 00 $ 680.46
Planning Board
Hearing Fees:
Herman J. Groth 50.00
Vincent P. Hawk 5 0.00
David C. Seavey 50.00
Bryan L. Bailey 50.00
R. Bailey & Co., Inc. 50.00
Eleanor Belyea 50.00
Plan Recordings:
Herman J. Groth 12.00
Francis C. Felix 12.00
Patricia A. Infante 20.00

































Robert A . Low
Roy R. Wentworth, Sr.
Ralph F. Caron





















































































Alvin F. Berry, Jr.
W. P. Plourde
Herbert Rich, Jr. , dogs at large
Ruth E. Berry

































Sanders and McDermott $ 10.00
The Travelers 10.00
State Farm Insurance 10.00
Cruickshank & Co . , Inc. 20.00
Shute, Engel and Morse 30.00
Gerald M. Lewis 10.00
Peerless Insurance Co. 30.00
Metropolitan Reporting Bureau 40.00
Philip Hugar v 10.00
New England Telephone 10.00
Merchant Rent-A-Car 10.00
Kemper Group 10.00
National General Insurance Company 10.00
Etter & Rogers, Inc. 10.00
Wayne R. Ouellette 10.00
Earl L. Kalil, Jr. 20.00
Brown & Nixon Prof. Assoc. 10.00
Concord Group Insurance Co. 90.00
Dorn Associates 10.00
Arnica Mutual 10.00
Merchants Insurance Group 10.00
Continental Insurance Co. 10.00
Covenant Mutual Insurance 20.00
Fireman's Fund Ins. 10.00
Nationwide Insurance 10.00
Hamel & Deslaies 10.00
Liberty Mutual 10.00
U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co. 20.00
Gordon Boyd & Co
.
10.00
Foremost Insurance Co. 10.00
Commercial Union Assurance Companies 30.00
Reliance Insurance Companies 10.00
Dana Sidilau 10.00
Maine Bonding & Casualty Co. 20.00
315.00
64




Aetna Life Insurance Co.
Hanover Insurance Companies




Credit for stale dated check #2210




Chadbourn ' s Restaurant
Pinkham Funeral Home
First Baptist Church




































State of N. H. , Fire Training Reimb.$ 41.38
Farmington Ins. Agency, lightning dam, 648.85
Building Permits









Robert & Carol Maclver 5.00
Ronald St. Cyr 10.00





Albert St. Jean 10.00
George D. Laskey, Sr. 10.00
James 0. Currier 10.00






























































M. D. Tasker, driveway tarring





Town of Deerfield, agreement
269.73
100.00 369.73
General Expense - Highway Department
M. D. Tasker, reimb. for tires, etc, $ 1,940.24
Harding Metals, Inc. culvert sale 32.00 $ 1,972.24
Town Dump
Northwood Auto Salvage, trailer $ 200.00
Queen City Recycling, glass 223.56
Suncook Valley Disposal, containers 1,000.00
Paul L. Lesnyk, sale 3.00
Harding Metals, Inc. aluminum 52.20
Sales at Dump 39.00
Lagoon Fee Receipts 655.00 $ 2,172.76
Ambulance Receipts
1980 Savings Account $ 1,083.85
Northwood Rescue Squad, 1980 account 366.72
1981 Regular Billings 1,438.80
1981 B.C./B.S. Billings 762.00 $ 3,651.37
66
Town Poor
Reimbursement from County $ 1,628.83
Reimbursement from Towns 825.92
Reimbursement from Individuals 140.00
N. H. Savings Bank, Property lien 1,001.80 $ 3,596.55
Parks and Playgrounds
Beach Receipts $ 1,446.00
Public Service Co., overpayment 10.45 $ 1,456.45
Municipal Court
1981 Receipts $ 6,448.00
Temporary Loans
Concord National Bank $310,000.00
Interest on Deposits $ 35,795.67
Revenue Sharing $ 25,911.45
Timber Tax Deposits
James A. Bunnell, Jeffrey $ 375.00
Associated Loggers, Peters Heirs 300.00
Philip C. Morrill, Becker 25.00
Philip C. Morrill, Becker 14.40
Paul Taylor, O'Connor 82.50
Paul Taylor, Leffell 247.50
Paul Taylor, Johnston 82.50
Associated Loggers, Peters Heirs 700.00
Lawrence J. Rondeau, Elliott 20.00
Associated Loggers, Gallagher 200.00
Lawrence J. Rondeau, Entwisle 10.00
Urban Fogarty, Bennett 112.50
Urban Fogarty, Shaw 6 0.00 $ 2,229.40
Redemption of Property $ 4,435.84
Redemption of Property Account , withdrawal $ 1,397.59
New Trust Funds
Julia A. Slade
Perpetual Care , 1/2*14 8 F. Pine Grove 120.00
Lois M. VJhiting
Perpetual Care, Lot 121, Ridge 300.00
Estate of Samuel Johnson
Perpetual Care, Lots #4,5 Fairview 600.00
Edith Clements
Add'l Perp. Care, #122 Ridge (1/2) 50.00
Ernest S. Johnston
Perp. Care, South half #6, Fairview 150.00
Dorothy Milligan
Perp. Care, Lots 270,271, Pine Grove 100.00
M. Edward Burtt
Perp. Care, Johnson-Burtt , Fairview 300.00
Edna L. Colpritt
Perp. Care, Seward Lot, Fairview 150.00
67
Ruth C. Mihachik
Perp. Care, Lot #8, Fairview
Olive M. Hall, Verna L. Rand, Guardian
Perp. Care 1/2 #14, Old Fairview
Robert C. Bryant (Emma Curtis Lot)
Perp. Care 1/2 Lot 171, Ridge
Free Will Baptist Society
Perp. Care Lot #41, Ridge
Shirley E. Waytina (partial payment)
Perp. Care Lot #78, East Northwood
Charles A. Smith (Goodwin Funeral Home)
Perp. Care N.W. side 1/2 #24
Old Fairview, Bert Smith Lot
Frederick V. & Barbarann Anneskiwicz
Perp. Care Lot #267, Pine Grove
Esther P. King
Perp. Care Lot #101, East Northwood
Pine Grove Cemetery Trust
Julia A. Slade
1/2 Lot #148, Pine Grove
Dorothy Milligan
Lots #270, (?271, Pine Grove
Frederick V. & Barbarann Anneskiwicz
Lot #267, Pine Grove
Library Donations, Fines and Gifts
The 1784 Shop
Edward R. Ouimette
N. H. Library Association
Robert Wiley, Jr.
Sale of glass cabinet
Charles A. Noon
Flea Market Sales
Charles & Dorothy Colprit
Library fines
CETA
Southern N. H. Services































Sale and Lease of Property
Stewart & Gloria Smith,
partial payment, Lucas Pond #53A
Paul Meekin, Lucas Pond #34
Edward LaShomb, Lucas Pond #44






Lawrence & Concettina Jillette
Lucas Pond #63
Daniel & Denise M. O'Brien
Lucas Pond #48




Sale of Wooden Town Kail Benches 796.95
State of New Hampshire






Rooms and Meals Tax
Interest and Dividends Tax
Town Road Aid
Income From Trust Funds
Electra Cotton Fund
Chesley Memorial Library Fund
Arthur & May Caswell Fund
James Bryant Fund
Freemont Swain Fund
Alfred Parsons Book Fund
Eugene Grant Library Memorial Fund
Irene Grant Book Fund
Christina Morse Fund
Northwood Bicentennial Fund
























DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Detail No. 1
























Auto Permits, Dog Licenses,
Boat Permits and Resident Taxes
Arlene W. Johnson, Auto Permits
Arlene W. Johnson, Dog Licenses
Arlene W. Johnson, Boat Permits
Barbara T. Belmonte, Auto Permits
Barbara T. Belmonte, Dog Licenses










True W. Chesley, mileage $ 352.22
Robert A. Low, mileage 344.66
Walter M. Crandall, Jr., mileage 148.84
Tax Collector
Helen A. Sherman, mileage, recording fees 524.30
Homestead Press, bills, etc. 392.50
A. E. Martell Co., Inc., binder 112.16
Town Clerk
Arlene W. Johnson, conf. exp. , etc. 239.77
N.A.D.A., appraisal guides 182.00
Branham Automobile Reference Books 16.90
State of N. H., Certified Copy of Agreement 1.00
Wheeler & Clark, dog license tags, etc. 60.92
N. H. City & Town Clerk's Assoc, manual 7.00
The Country Road Press, cards 31.15
Secretaries
Marion J. Knox, salary 8,173.57
Marion J. Knox, expenses 155.40
Barbara T. Belmonte, salary 4,389.38
Barbara T. Belmonte, expenses 12.13
Marcia J. Severance, salary 2,829.38




Dues and Registration Fees
N. H. Association of Assessing Officials $
N. H. City & Town Clerk's Association
N. H. Tax Collector's Association
N. H. Assoc, of Conservation Commissions
N. H. Municipal Association
N. H. Municipal Secretaries' Assoc.
Environmental Law Council of N. H., Inc.
N. H. Local Welfare Administrators Assoc.
Walter M. Crandall, Jr. , Environmental fee
N. H. Resource Recovery Association
Conference Fees and Assessing School
Marshall & Swift Publications Co.
N. H. Assoc, of Assessing Officials
Walter M. Crandall, Jr., assessing school
New Hampshire Municipal Association Conf.
The Division of Continuing Education
Legal Notices and Printing
Exeter News-Letter Company
The Suncook Valley Sun-
Monitor Publishing Co.




Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc.
Tech Products Company, Inc.
Registry of Deeds
Edith E. Holland
Shute, Engel and Morse
Stamps and Envelopes
Postmaster, Town of Northwood
Postmaster, Town of Northwood, box rent
Marion J. Knox, postage
Office Equipment Maintenance Agreements
Micro Film Services, Inc.
The Atwell Company
Kemco Office Products
J. M. Jeffries, Paymaster
Miscellaneous
B.P.S.C./3M, repairs and bulbs
Sheriff's Dept., service charges
Auburn District Court, service fees
Treasurer, State of N. H., water test fee
E. J. Howard, Register of Probate, copies
Equity Publishing Corp. , 1980 supplement
Paul E. Colby, town meeting custodial serv.
A. M. Addressograph, service
Taylor Rental Center, rented dollies
George Walsh, repairs
David R. Noyes, copies
Prentice-Hall, Inc., handbook
Pinkham Funeral Home, flowers





















































Trustee of Trust Funds
Myron B. Bates, expenses
Budget Committee
The Atwell Company, tapes




Dr. David A. Gruette, salary











Exeter News-Letter Company, ballots $ 82.50
Ballot Clerks and Counters
Gloria O'Connor 40.50
Judith Gammon 29.25
Gloria Yeaton 4 0.50
W. Walter Fiander 39.00
Margaret English 12.00






Robert A. Johnson 70.50
Supervisors
Veronica A. Post 99.00
Phyllis L. Reese 105.00
Helen B. Johnson 93.00
Detail No. 5
Municipal Court
Judge John A. Korbey, 7 sessions
Auburn District Court, 3 sessions
Robert A. Low, witness fee & expenses
Chadbourn ' s Restaurant, court meal
Allen Gould, witness fee & expenses
Detail No. 6
Town Hall and Other Buildings
Northwood Oil Company, fuel
New England Telephone
Public Service Company
Joseph L. Braley, custodian
Janitorial Supplies

























Concord Lumber Company, door repairs $ 167.00
J. Perry Richardson, labor 133.10
J. Perry Richardson, supplies 34.85
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies 117.84
Northwood Oil Company, Inc., plumbing 106.45
Everett E. Farr, electrical work 48.20
Everett Heald, labor 65.00
Lumbertown, Inc., materials 47.61
Joseph L. Braley, materials 52.74
Joseph L. Braley, labor 65.32
Safeguard Fire Equipment, extinguishers 12.00
Murray D. Tasker, equipment 30.00
Doors
Everett H. Heald, labor and materials 985.00
Lighting
21st Century Enterprises, Inc. 275.78
Miscellaneous
Raymond Barringer, refund for safe sale 75.00
Sharolyn L. Brown, rental refund 80.0
Lillian Young, rental refund 34.50
Virginia Chalbeck, rental refund 50.00
Town of Strafford, addressograph equip. 50.00




American Copy, Inc. 2,396.71
Roof








William L. Shafer, III
Robert L. Burklund, Jr.











Robert L. Burklund, Jr.
William L. Shafer, III


























Sharon Hart $ 116.00
Warren Hart 6 8.00
Herbert Rich, Jr. 146.00
David St. Clair 144.00
Allen Gould 88.00
William L. Shafer, III 84.00
Robert L. Burklund, Jr. 184.00
Telephone
New England Telephone 1,394.75
Gasoline
Northwood Oil Company, Inc. 3,534.23
Ridge Store 254.88
Supplies and Equipment
Treasurer, State of N. H. , furniture 75.00
Town & Campus Stores, office supplies 27.63
George Walsh, typewriters 138.00
Ketch-All Company, pole & cable 6 3.46
The Newmarket Press, cards, letterheads 57.35
Equity Publishing Corp., Criminal Practice 69.75
Ben's Uniforms, Inc. 858.93
Mack's Men's Shop, hats and covers 113.30
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies 1.30
Warren P. Hart, supplies 15.54
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., supplies 297.23
The Village Press, Inc., forms 40.25
N. H. Assoc, of Chiefs of Police, Inc. 10.00
Henry Boyce Signs, name tags 22.50
Ridge Store, batteries, etc. 36.53
Tom- Ray Office Supplies, Inc. 6.03
Central Equipment Co., federal light 30.68
State of N. H., radio repairs 231.39
Cruiser Maintenance
Central Equipment Company, rocker switch 8.88
Signal Auto Supply, Inc., parts 215.78
Northwood Garage, repairs, battery, tire 1,442.15
Bernard Tire Co., Inc., tires 130.81
Whelen Engineering Company, Inc., light 204.00
William L. Shafer, III., brakes 18.75
Communications
State of N. H., radio repairs 182.87
Motorola, Inc., pager 306.25
Officers ' Expenses
Allen Gould, mileage 9.00
Raymond R. Hearn, mileage 9.00
Herbert W. Rich, Jr., mileage 114.66
Robert L. Burklund, Jr., mileage 10.80
William L. Shafer, III., mileage 43.20
David St. Clair, mileage 1.80
David M. Bryant, blood alcohol drawing 15.00
Int. Assoc, of Chiefs of Police 25.00
N. H. Animal Control & Humane Off. Assoc. 15.00
Ben's Uniforms, Inc. 372.48
Northwood Super Market, Inc. supplies 10.32





New England Telephone $ 346.17
Electricity
Public Service Company 899.29
Fuel
Huckins Oil Company, Inc. 2,644.37
Vehicle Fuel & Oil
Heritage True Value Hardware, gasoline 200.10
Northwood Garage, gasoline 30.00
Ridge Store, gasoline 1,144.04
Bridge Street Serv. Station, diesel fuel 31.00
Vehicle Maintenance & Supplies
Ronson, Inc., rustproofing 300.00
Charles Bailey, balance of rustproofing 30.00
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 207.88
Northwood Garage, repairs, etc. 881.32
Bernard Tire Co., Inc., tires 215.28
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies 65.34
Earl Morse, truck maintenance 76.00
Ridge Store, supplies .30
Equipment
Polly Pinkham, suspenders 17.75
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 58.26
Deane Fire Equipment, Inc. 233.00
Capital Area Fire Compact 611.40
Grumman Emergency Products, Inc., hose 1,187.00
Building Maintenance
Heritage True Value Hardware 316.42
Ridge Store 3.58
R & R Lock & Security, Inc. 75.00
Calef's, Inc. 54.00
Portsmouth Paper Company 49.70
Round Oak Farm, roof repairs 600.00
Communications Repairs & Maintenance
Cen-Com 530.89
Wright Communications, Inc. 261.77
Motorola, Inc. 30.00





Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact-serv. 3,368.00
Capital Area Mutual Aid Fire Compact-dues 100.00
N. H. State Firemen's Association - dues 140.00
Miscellaneous
Allan Clark, mileage 46.80
Donald Bassett, registration and title fee 4.00
Earl Morse, flight expenses 149.00
James Roy, reimb. for telephone 3.26
Training and Schools
Criminal Justice Dept., St. Anselm College 70.00
Int. Fire Service Training Assoc, book 7.00
Paul E. Colby, training and mileage 58.04
75
Earl Strout, training and mileage $ 25.04
Robert Burklund, Sr., training 18.24
Robert LaRoche, training 18.24
Richard Martel, training 80.00
Allan Clark, training 90.00
Meadowood Training School 150.00
N. H. Assoc, of Fire Chiefs 340.00
Equipment Maintenance and Supplies
Deane Fire Equipment, Inc. 8 8.67
Jim's Small Engine Repair 25.25
Seacoast Fire Equipment Co. 75.95
Laconia Fire Equipment Co. 1,260.59
Capital Area Fire Compact 90.00
Sanborn Electric Motor Service 45.70
Grumman Emergency Products, Inc. 144.31
Forestry Tools
Capital Area Fire Compact 176.00
Insurance
Peerless Insurance Company 210.90
Dry Hydrant
Mark W. Whitcher, Inc. 223.44
Strafford County Conservation District 132.50
G. Jones & Co. 25.50
Fire Prevention
National Fire Protection Association 141.70
Fire Alarm System
Honeywell Protection Services, orig. & repl . 1, 109 . 85 $ 21,315.29
Detail No. 9
Building Inspection
George Pellettieri $ 467.77
Detail No. 10
Rescue Squad and Ambulance
Medical Supplies
New Hampshire Medical Supply $ 266.88
Bound Tree Corporation 792.91
Physio-Control 37.78
Naults Heights, Inc. 26.39
Gasoline and Maintenance
Ridge Store, gasoline 1,212.62
Northwood Garage, repairs, tire 218.18
Wright Communications, Inc. 255.40
Heritage True Value Hardware, gasoline 68.17
Hopkins Communications Co. 50.00
Cen-Com 80.44
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 94.70
Attendants Training Fees
Northwood Rescue Squad, reimbursement 9 30.00
Equipment Replacement
Bashaw Custom Specialties, Inc. 103.16
Cardio Pulmonary Care 86.42
Administration
Winnisquam Printing 74.20





Charles W. Varney & Co . , Inc.,
additional prem. Worker's Comp . 1980













Postmaster, Town of Northwood
Marion J. Knox
Office Supplies
The Atwell Company, tapes
Sandra Lennon, supplies
William DeTrude, supplies
Treasurer, State of N. H., base maps
Boston Blue Print, mylars
Legal Fund
Shute, Engel and Morse
Registry of Deeds
Edith E. Holland, recordings
Miscellaneous



















Marion J. Knox, salary
Sandra Lennon, salary








Nancy W. Villamil, salary $ 160.00
Nancy W. Villamil, expenses 6.27
Clark's Grain Store, Inc., grass seed 96.06
Kathy Hanson, reimb. telephone charges 6 .50
Detail No. 15
Damages & Legal Expenses
Legal
Shute, Engel and Morse







William & Judith Lounsbury, sheep $ 2,167.25
Noel's Bird Feeders, Inc., fowl & rabbits 62.24




Treasurer, State of N. H. , 1981 contrib.$ 5,071.50
Treasurer, State of N. H., adjustments 198.02
Treasurer, State of N. H. , administration 14.19




Gerald LaFreniere $ 1,723.39
Revillo M. Strout 227.80
John G. Bruten 1,589.30
James A. Young, Sr. 1,372.37
John Young 621.43
Telephone
New England Telephone 255,78
Electricity
Public Service Co. 392.58
Maintenance
Murray D. Tasker 1,935.00
M M Solid Waste Equipment, gates, repairs 335.50
J. Perry Richardson, door material 3.60
J. Perry Richardson, labor 24.20
Heritage True Value Hardware 47.81
Joseph L. Braley, labor 6.70
Joseph L. Braley, truck 16.00
Everett E. Farr, service 10.00
H. K. Webster Co., plastic cover 15.15
Ridge Store, kerosene 67.64
Walter M. Crandall, Jr., signs 32.07
Allen Gould, labor 36.00
L. L. Bean, Inc., hats 19.00
Lumbertown, Inc., materials 72.27
The Suncook Valley Sun, closing notice 2.30
Polly Pinkham, suspenders 13.02
Heritage True Value Hardware 70.21
Extermination
J. P. Chemical Co., Inc. 207.00
Plowing
Joseph L. Braley 288.00
Miscellaneous
Clarence L. Ahlgren, telephone 9.03
Mark W. Whitcher, Inc., material for sign 36.61
Tarring
Joseph L. Braley, labor
J. Perry Richardson, labor
Cutter Enterprises, sander
N. H. Bituminous Co . , Inc., tar
Sand
Septic Pit
H. K. Webster Co., fence
J. Perry Richardson, labor
Murray D. Tasker, road & maintenance
Lagoon
Clarence L. Ahlgren, fencing
H. K. Webster Co., fencing & posts
Clark's Grain Store, Inc., lime
The Newmarket Press, lagoon slips
Water Industries, Inc., pipe, etc.
Murray D. Tasker, equipment
Murray D. Tasker, materials
J. Perry Richardson, lagor
J. Perry Richardson, metal
Joseph L. Braley, labor
Gates
Murray D. Tasker, equipment
J. Perry Richardson, labor
J. Perry Richardson, equipment


























Lawrence Tasker, Jr., reimb. culvert
Bartlett Tree Experts, Berry Elm
J. Perry Richardson, labor
J. Perry Richardson, truck
Joseph L. Braley, labor
Joseph L. Braley, truck
Loudon Sand & Gravel, Inc.
Randolph Stevens, truck & sweeper
George Sandorn, gravel
Timothy Deuso, labor
Murray D. Tasker, equipment
Murray D. Tasker, materials
B. H. Curley & Co., sand
Loudon Sand & Gravel, Inc., sand
Harding Metals, Inc., hauling sand
1981 Patch Mixture
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc.
B. H. Curley & Co . , sand
Murray D. Tasker, equipment
Elmer D. Tasker, equipment
J. Perry Richardson, labor
Brush Cutting
John J. Straughan, labor
John J. Straughan, equipment


























J. Perry Richardson, labor $ 217.80
Taylor Rental Center, chipper 441.17
Jerry Belmonte, labor 4 8.58
Tarring
Canterbury Road (817.44)
Joseph L. Braley, labor 3.35
J. Perry Richardson, labor 6.05
Murray D. Tasker, equipment 50.00
Cutter Enterprises, sander 19.70
Philip Dail, sander 20.00
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 620.69
Sand 97.65
Green Street (266.33)
J. Perry Richardson, labor 3.0 3
Murray D. Tasker, sand and equipment 50.00
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 190.98
Sand 22.32
Harvey Lake Road (269.05)
J. Perry Richardson, labor 6.05
Murray D. Tasker, equipment 30.0
Cutter Enterprises, sander 19.70
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 190.98
Sand 22.32
Tasker Trailer Park (421.32)
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 369.96
Sand 51.36
Joseph Knox Driveway (91.06)
J. Perry Richardson, labor 3.0 2
Murray D. Tasker, equipment 10.00
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 71.62
Sand 6.42 $36,197.21
New Construction Tarring
Blake's Hill Road (1,996". 04)
Joseph L. Braley, labor 6.70
J. Perry Richardson, labor 12.10
Murray D. Tasker, equipment 150.00
Cutter Enterprises, sander 59.10
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 1,6 23.Q6
Sand 145.08
Jenness Pond Road (9,114.64)
Joseph L. Braley, labor 30.15
J. Perry Richardson, labor 54.45
Murray D. Tasker, equipment 490.00
Cutter Enterprises, sander 177.30
Philip Dail, sander 180.00
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 7,476.87
Sand 705.87
Gulf Road (2,261.47)
Joseph L. Braley, labor 13.40
J. Perry Richardson, labor 24.20
Murray D. Tasker, equipment 200.00
Cutter Enterprises, sander 78.80




Old Pittsfield Road (11,390.80)
George Sanborn, gravel $ 616.00
Murray D. Tasker, Equipment 9,600.00
Murray D. Tasker, materials 224.00
J. Perry Richardson, labor 629.20
Joseph L. Braley, labor 321.60
Gulf Road (8,177.10)
George Sanborn, gravel 100.00
Robert Lindquist, compressor 20.00
Maurice Leseuir, labor 36.85
Joseph L. Braley, labor 33.50
Joseph L. Braley, truck 16.00
Murray D. Tasker, equipment 4,865.00
Murray D. Tasker, materials 669.40
J. Perry Richardson, labor 423.50
J. Perry Richardson, truck 40.00
Randolph Stevens, truck & sweeper 98.00
N. H. Bituminous Co., Inc. 1,734.85
Philip Dail, sander 140.00
($5,070.05 of the above costs was reimb.
by 1981 T.R.A. Funds) $ 27,870.00
Detail No. 19
T.R.A. Town Share





Carried forward from last year






Money Spent: (Gulf Road)
Town reimb. payroll w/e 5/9/81
Town reimb. payroll w/e 5/30/81






Balance in account - 12/31/81 5.54
Detail No. 20
Winter Maintenance
J. Perry Richardson, labor
Harding Metals, Inc., hauling sand










Joseph L. Braley, plowing $ 676.00
J. Perry Richardson, plowing 2,470.00
Walter Pinkham, plowing 730.00
Murray D. Tasker, plowing 12,683.00
Murray D. Tasker, materials 1,743.86
Granite State Minerals, Inc., salt 1,718.88
B. H. Curley & Co., sand 3,240.00
George Sanborn, gravel 36.00
Howard P. Fairfield, Inc., cutting edge 134.71 $ 25,123.84
Detail No. 21
General Expenses Highway Dept.
Eastern Bearings, Inc., rollers $ 7.37
Penn Culvert Company 835.34
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies 44.82
Water Industries, Inc., pipe 630.80
N. H. Public Works Assoc, dues, reg. fee 25.00
J. Perry Richardson, mileage, expenses 55.78
Agway Petroleum Corp., motor oil 24.26
Northwood Oil Company, Inc., gasoline 408.00
Ridge General Store, gas for chipper 22.85
Murray D. Tasker, gas, supplies 265.32
E. W. Sleeper Co., sander repairs, parts 480.75
Treasurer, State of N. H., shackles 6.00
Northwood Garage, repairs 230.32
H. K. Webster Co. of N. H., supplies 94.60
Public Service Co., electricity 51.99
R. C. Hazelton Co., Inc., equipment 236.63
Sullivan Tire, tires for grader, truck 2,061.79 $ 5,481.62
Detail No. 22
Street Lighting




Gladys Gardner $ 3,361.72
Janitorial (Chesley)
Gladys Gardner, floor 10.00
Janet Nutter, snow removal 3.00
Kevin Smith, lawn 87.00
Safeguard Fire Equipment, extinguishers 9.00
Utilities
New England Telephone 217.54
Public Service Co. 452.63
Huckins Oil Co., Inc. 1,480.68
Supplies and Dues
American Library Assoc, book marks, etc. 12.00
Gladys Gardner, supplies 77.85
N. H. Library Trustees Assoc, dues 15.00
Jean G. Johnson, supplies 28.05
Demco, supplies 140.03
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Business Equipment Co., Inc., folders $ 7.08
Magazines and Books
Crafts 12.00
Delong Subscription Agency, Inc. 105.55
Ranger Rick Nature Club 9.50
National Geographic Society 23.00
Colonial Homes 21.97
National Federation of the Blind 6.20
Time-Life Books 53.30
Gladys Gardner, reimb. for book 3.95
Forest Press, Dewey Decimal Classification 24.37
Rothae G. Baker, CBNA Alumni Directories 6.00
World Book Encyclopedia, Inc., book 13.95
Theatre Resources for Youth/Caravan 120.00
Eastern Book Company 453.20
The H. W. Wilson Company 18.00
Raintree Publishers Group 207.51
Doubleday & Company, Inc. 28 8.60
Thomas Gouregy & Co., Inc. 2 3.28
Carpeting, Etc.
Lumbertown, Inc., insulation 207.18
Publicover Rugs. 1,280.00
R. J. Herron, labor and mileage 35.62
Sears Roebuck Co., vacuum Cleaner 119.66
Doug's Floor Service 146.62
Business Equipment Co., Inc., files 325.92
Painting
William J. McGowen 450.00
Dover Paint & Varnish Co. 50.00 $ 9,906.96
Detail No. 24
Old Age Assistance






































James A. Young, Jr.
James A. Young, Sr.
Mary Frambach, swimming lessons
Sonia Noyes, swimming lessons
Harriet Werner, swimming lessons
Kathy Fortin, swimming lessons
Electricity
Public Service Co.
Repairs, Supplies and Miscellaneous
J. Perry Richardson, labor
Quality Engraving Co., Inc., name tags
Alfonso Villamil, latch
Murray D. Tasker, loader
Joseph Braley, labor
Cutter Enterprises, dozer, backhoe, sand
Mark W. Whitcher, Inc., supplies
Heritage True Value Hardware, supplies
Northwood Supermarket, Inc., supplies
Plumbing
Northwood Oil Company, Inc.
Bill's Pumping Service
Tables
Al ' s Handcrafted Wood Products


































Murray D. Tasker, equipment
Murray D. Tasker, materials






Murray D. Tasker, loam
Emery Bartlett, labor






Lawrence S. Elliott, Pine Grove walks





19 80 Cemetery Donation
Herbert A. Sherman, Brown Cemetery
Detail No. 31
Timber Tax Deposits










Taxes Bought By Town
Helen A. Sherman, Tax Collector
Subsequent Payments





Joann W. Bailey, Treasurer




Discounts, Abatements and Refunds
Dubravko M. & Ann J. Kuftinec, prop. $ 78.51
John D. & Barbara R. Galiano, prop. 29.48
Gerald A. & Aileen R. Faneuf, prop. 45.86
Michael J. & Karen Anthony, prop. 869.31
Arlene W. Johnson, Town Clerk, dup. entry 10.5
Esther Crandall, prop, abatement 173.16
Richard & Harriett Peterson, prop. 18.72
Joseph M. Lovely, Jr., current use abate. 147.75
Edward Loy, refund of payment 471.06
E. B. Vanderwater, prop. 102.02
Leonard G. & Agness W. Boudreau, prop. 38.14
Robert B. Clark, prop, abatement 38 2.36
Doris & George Entwisle, prop, abatement 37.90
Helen Roberts & Doris Entwisle, prop. 306.09
Richard E. & Maura M. Jacunski, prop. 26.21
Walter E. LaPointe, Veteran's exemption 50.00
Bruce A. Montville, prop, abatement 124.02
Leslie Lonquiel, prop, abatement 51.83
Noel Perkins, prop, abatement 200.54
George K. Richardson, prop, abatement 101.21
Genevieve K. Sanborn, prop, abatement 86.00
Steve & Bette Sikes, prop, abatement 62.60
Nicholas P. Fiore, calculation error 84.12
Angelina Lezzelle, valuation change 140.75
Henry L. & Adeline F. Geer, prop, abate. 11.00






J. Narion, James Veinote, Thomas Veinote $ 79.09
Henry H. & F. Elizabeth Abe, prop, abate. 67.16
William G. & Lois DeTrude, prop, abate. 16 8.25
Ethel C. Van Antwerp, prop, abatement 62.12
James A. Bunnell, timber tax refund 2.43
Philip C. Morrill, timber tax refund 16.90
Sheryl A. Young, timber tax refund 4.60
Nicholas P. & Lena Fiore, prop, abate. 345.03
Lynwood & Clara Fife, mobile home abate. 19.18
Gaviat Green, Inc., beach house abatement 126.83
James A. Bunnell, timber tax refund 39.50
Robert E. & Cynthia Chandler, prop. 222.53
Martin Coster, property abatement 23.74
Bernard Kenney, property abatement 8.59
Randall L. & Donna J. DeTrude, current use 362.90
Richard Wolf, travel trailer abatement 27.69
Roland & Anita Caron, valuation change 33.79
Teddy & Nancy J. Freas, travel trailer 26.16
Frederick R. Sprague, acreage correction 16.13
Ida Twombly, Old Age exemption 218.00 $ 5,585.98
Detail No. 35
Lamprey Regional Cooperative
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative $ 23,206.72
Detail No. 36
New Trust Funds
Trustee of Trust Funds
Julia A. Slade, perpetual care
1/2 Lot #148 East, Pine Grove $ 120.00
Lois M. Whiting, perpetial care
Lot #121, Ridge Cemetery 300.00
Edith Clements, add ' 1 perp. care
1/2 Lot #122, Ridge Cemetery 50.00
Estate of Samuel Johnson, perp. care
Lots #4, #5, Fairview 600.00
Ernest S. Johnston, perpetual care
South half Lot #6, Fairview 150.00
Dorothy Milligan, perpetual care
Lots #270, #271, Pine Grove 100.00
M. Edward Burtt, perpetual care
Johnson-Burtt Lot, Fairview 300.00
Edna Colpritt, perpetual care
Johnson-Seward 1/2 lot, Fairview 150.00
Ruth Mihachik, perpetual care
Lot #8, Fairview 300.00
Emma L. Curtiss & Robert C. Bryant
Perp. care, 1/2 #171, Ridge Cem. 150.00
Olive M. Hall, Verna Rand, Guardian
Perp. care, 1/2 #14 Fairview 300.00
Free Will Baptist Society and their
successors in ownership, perp. care
Lot #41, Ridge Cemetery 300.00
Charles A. Smith, perpetual care
Bert Smith Lot #24, Fairview 300.00
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Frederick V. & Barbarann
Anniskiwicz, pertetual care
Lot #267, Pine Grove
Esther P. King, perpetual care




Pine Grove Cemetery Trust
Trustee of Trust Funds:
Julia A. Slade, 1/2 Lot #148 East
Dorothy Milligan, Lots 270, 271
Frederick V. & Barbarann
Anniskiwicz, Lot #267
Detail No. 38




Trustee of Trust Funds:







Highway Safety Capital Reserve
Myron B. Bates, Trustee of Trust Funds
Detail No. 40
Chesley Memorial Book Fund
Cassette House, Inc.
Eastern Book Co.
Thomas Bouregy & Co . , Inc.












Kevin Smith, Chesley lawn 21.00
Detail No. 42
James Bryant Fund
Gladys Gardner, blind repair
James A. Currier, snow removal
R. C. Foss & Sons, Inc., railing
Leonard Tremblay, lawn care
Edward O'Connor, lawn care















Alfred Parsons Book Fund
Time-Life Books
World Book Encyclopedia, Inc.
Eastern Book Co.










Irene Grant Book Fund
American Antiques & Crafts Society
The Early American Society, Inc.
Americana Magazine


















Lumbertown, Inc., materials $ 450.65
Business Equipment Company, Inc., file 130 .00
Detail No. 49
Dr. Harold Conrad, Jr. Memorial Fund
Gaylord Bros., Inc., cabinet transportation
Detail No. 50
Dr. Alfred Mihachik Fund







R. J. Herron, labor and mileage
Gaylord Bros,, Inc., bal. cabinet
General Microfilm Co., copies
Gladys Gardner, ad & reg. fee
Hills Sporting Goods, engraved plate
L. A. Brochu, Inc., 2 sugar maples
Pittsfield Printing, letterheads, etc.










Dover Paint & Varnish Co., Chesley paint $ 48.20
The H. W. Wilson Co. 35.00
Yankee 13.47
Thomas Bouregy & Co., Inc. 19.32 $ 625.70
Detail No. 52
Electra Cotton Fund
Green's Drug Store, Inc., medicine $ 24.09
William L. Shafer, III, clothing 40.86 $ 64.95
Detail No. 53
CETA
Mathew H. Eddy, salary $ 1,170.37
Mathew H. Eddy, mileage 83.52 $ 1,253.89
Detail No. 54
Rural District Health Council, Inc.
Rural District Health Council, Inc. $ 6,369.00
Detail No. 55
Rockingham Child and Family Services
Rockingham Child and Family Services $ 60.00
Detail No. 56
Newmarket Regional Health Center
Newmarket Regional Health Center 700.00
Detail No. 57
Memorial Day
J. J. Jeffrey Post #7217 V.F.W. $ 400.00
Detail No. 58
Dog License Fees
State Treasurer $ 153.00
Detail No. 59
Fire Truck
John Grappone, Inc., fire truck chassis $ 27,500.00
Grumman Emergency Products, Inc., truck 48,500.00 $ 76,000.00
Detail No. 60
Wooden Bench Account
Business Equipment, Inc., 76 folding chairs $ 796.95
Detail No. 61
County Tax




Herman J. Groth, overpayment, Plot A, Harvey Lake Est.$ .01
Detail No. 63
Marriage Fees
State Treasurer $ 130.00
Detail No. 64
Vital Statistics
Arlene W. Johnson $ 77.00
Detail No. 65
Temporary Loans
Concord National Bank $310,000.00
Detail No. 66
Interest on Temporary Loans
Concord National Bank $ 17,853.50
Detail No. 67
Northwood School District
Balance of 1980-81 appropriation $487,038.43
Paid on 1981-82 appropriation 350,000.00 $837,038.43
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ANNUAL REPORT OF TRUSTEES OF TRUST FUNDS
TOWN OF NORTHWOOD, N. H.
December 31, 1981
CEMETERY FUNDS
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank
Concord, New Hampshire
Savings Certificate No. 75001801
Savings Certificate No. 82-000583
Bank Book Savings Accounts







Deposited in Suncook Bank, Suncook N. H.
Capital Reserve Fund (Jenness Pond Beach)
Arthur & Alice Caswell Fund (Chesley Mem. Library)
Florence L. Miner Fund (Water System, E. Northwood
Cemetery, Maintenance)
Alfred L. Parsons Memorial (Book Fund)
Income Reserve Account No. 24745
Income Reserve Savings Certificate No. 503439-2
Income Reserve Savings Certificate No. 503486-3
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank
Concord, New Hampshire
Eugene Grant Memorial Fund,
Savings Certificate No. 75-001801
George Woodman Memorial Fund
Savings Certificate No. 75-001801
Irene Grant Book Fund
Savings Certificate No. 75-001801
Capital Reserve Fund, Town of Northwood
(Highway Equipment)
Savings Certificate No. 60-107177
Accrued Interest in Account No. 175669
Trust Funds from sale of lots in Pine Grove Cemetery
Clinton D. Carlisle Book Fund
Savings Certificate No. 75-000-767
Savings Certificate No. 70-306-130
Savings Account No. 207947
Pine Grove Cemetery Endowment Fund
(Perpetual Care of Lots, included Interest)
Chesley Memorial Library, Maint . & Improve. Fund
Henry Lovejoy Trust Fund
Deposited in Amoskeag Savings Bank, Manchester, N.H.
Electa Cotton Fund
Deposited in New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N.H.
Town of Northwood (Highway Safety Equipment Fund)
Savings Account No. 221579
Deposited in Concord Savings Bank, Concord, N. H.
School District of Northwood (New School Const. Fund)
$19,624.79
Less Paid to School District 7/6/81 9,870 .00





































Savings Certificate No. 9101
*Includes Interest
$ 5,000.00
ADDITIONAL TRUST FUNDS ESTABLISHED IN 19 81
Suncook Savings Bank, Suncook, N. H.
Trust Fund from Sale of Lots in Pine Grove Cemetery $ 190.00
Capital Reserve, Town of Northwood Ambulance Fund 8,124.37
New Hampshire Savings Bank, Concord, N. H.
Town of Northwood, Capital Reserve
(Highway Safety Equipment) 1,500.00
New Funds Established in 1981 for Perpetual Care of
Cemetery Lots (All Cemeteries)
Julia Slade, 1/2 Lot No. 148, Pine Grove
Lois M. Whiting, Lot No. 212, Northwood Ridge
Edith Clements, 1/2 Lot No. 122, Northwood Ridge
Estate of Samuel Johnson, Lot No. 4 & 5, Fairview
Ernest S. Johnston, 1/2 Lot No. 6, Fairview
Dorothy Milligan, Lot No. 270 & 271, Pine Grove
M. Edward Burtt, Johnson-Burtt Lot, Fairview
Edna L. Colpritt, Farnham-Seward Lot, Fairview
Ruth C. Mihachik, Lot No. 8, Fairview
Emma L. Curtis & Robert C. Bryant
1/2 Lot No. 171, Northwood Ridge
Olive M. Hall, 1/2 Lot No. 14, Old Fairview
Free Will Baptist Society and their successors in
ownership, Lot No. 41, Northwood Ridge
Charles A. Smith, 1/2 Lot No. 24, Fairview
Frederick V. and Barbarann Anniskiwicz
Lot No. 267, Pine Grove

























Putnam Income Fund (Fernald Fund)













































Included in totals of shares above
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Accumulated Capital Gains (Cash) Account No. 14172
Suncook Bank $ 14.46
A complete listing of individual funds invested in Common Trusts




























Balance in Suncook Bank, January 1, 1981
Checking Account No. 01-242-7
Common Trust Investment Income
Concord Savings Bank
Suncook Savings Bank
Town of Northwood, Add ' 1 Trust Funds for 19 81
Florence Miner, Well Fund
Amoskeag Savings Bank (Electa Cotton Fund)
Ernest L. Pinkham (Donation to Miner Well Fund)
EXPENDITURES
Safe Deposit Rental
New Hampshire Savings Bank, Pittsfield, N.H. $ 8
Public Service Company of N. H. (Miner Well) 46
Donald E. Post (Repair Pump Lines Well, East Northwood) 20
Allan G. Holmes, Northwood, N.H. (Repairs Miner Well) 35
Fernald Church Fund (Sunday School Attendance Fund) 594
L. Sherman Elliott, Jr. (Care of East Northwood,
Northwood Ridge, Fairview, Old Northwood Narrows,
Canterbury, Harvey Lake and various small cemeteries) 4,145.00
L. Sherman Elliott (Paint East End Fence - backhoe
Ridge)
Lawrence S. Elliott (For care of Pine Grove Cemetery)
Donald E. Post, Northwood, N.H. (Care of Hoitt Cemetery
Woodman Memorial Site, Flowers & Supplies)
Chesley Memorial Fund, paid to Town of Northwood
Arthur & Alice Caswell Fund (Chesley Mem. Library)
James A. Bryant Fund
Freemont Swain Fund
Alfred Parsons Book Fund
Irene Grant Book Fund




Clinton D. Carlisle Book Fund
Capital Reserve Fund
(Highway Safety Equipment) Town of Northwood
Sale of Lots in Pine Grove Cemetery
(Deposited in Account No. 226175-8, Suncook Bank)
Capital Reserve Fund
(Town Ambulance) Town of Northwood
Transfer from Checking to Certificate No. 503486-3
Transfer from Checking to Income Reserve Account
Cemetery Trust Funds (For Perpetual Care of Lots





















Balance on Hand, December 31, 1981
Suncook Bank Checking Account No. 01-242-7 $ 1,493.46
$ 27,499.28
Respectfully submitted,
Myron B. Bates, Chairman
Trustees of Trust Funds
Town of Northwood, New Hampshire
REPORT OF TOWN AUDIT
This is to certify that we have examined the records
of the Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Selectmen, Trustee of Trust
Funds, Revenue Sharing Funds and Treasurer, and found them cor-






REPORT OF CEMETERY TRUSTEES
For the year ending December 31 , 1981
REPORT OF SALE OF LOTS IN TOWN CEMETERY, PINE GROVE:
1/2 Lot 148E Julia Slade $85.00
Lots 270-271 Dorothy Milligan $70.00
Lot 267 Frederick & Barbarann $35.00
Anniskiwicz
WORK ACCOMPLISHED
Considerable grading of the right side and rear of the
cemetery was accomplished this year. The road money was used to
grade and prepare the road bed. It became apparent that much
work needs to be done before the rear of the cemetery will be in
a proper condition for use.
The trustees plan to accomplish this work over an extended
period of time, bringing the land up to proper standard as it is
needed.
We wish to thank those who worked to make our cemeteries
look nice, gave funds for their care, or merely gave words of






NORTHWOOD CONSERVATION COMMISSION 19 81 REPORT
In observation of Arbor Day on April 25th, a lilac tree
donated by the Harvey Lake Woman's Club was planted at the Town
Parade and instruction was given on pruning shrubs. The previous
years' plantings at the elementary school were checked and plans
were made for transplanting. Also, a scholarship was established
to send a high school student from Northwood to the N. H. Youth
Conservation Camp at Interlocken for a week every summer.
The Commission sponsored the second Mountain Day Program in
October. The program has been so successful, about 90 people
attended, that the Commission voted to observe Mountain Day an-
nually.
To secure representation on the Planning Board, the Com-
mission has assigned a member to attend each meeting of the
Planning Board.
The Commission donated money to the Playground Committee for
grass seed to be planted at the playground of the elementary
school.
Other activities of the Commission this year included check-
ing dredge and fill forms for possible violations; discussion of
possible uses of town-owned property; discussion of a local pro-
gram to save the loons; exploration of acid rain damage in New
Hampshire; further investigation of the algae problem in North-
wood Lake; attendance at a meeting on spraying of gypsy moths;












NORTHWOOD FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT
The year 1981 was a busy year for the Fire Department with
the total number of emergency responses increasing over previous
years. The Fire Department responded to 170 emergency calls which




























TOTAL 170 165 157
During 19 81, fire prevention has been stressed under the
leadership of Deputy Chief Colby. The Department has worked
closely with the school board on the Brookside School and con-
tinues to work with them on upgrading the alarm system at the
Ridge School. All properties in Northwood can be tied directly
to the Fire Department Dispatch Center for a minimal charge.
The Department has continued to emphasize training under the
leadership of Deputy Chief Clark. During 1981, two additional
firefighters have obtained State Certification for a total of four
and one firefighter is now certified as a State Instructor. The
training program has utilized in-house training and has sent fire-
fighters to outside schools and seminars. An aggressive training
program is required if the Department is to provide the level of
protection that the Town deserves.
The Department has been able to maintain 1982' s operating
budget at the same level as 1981 's due in part to energy saving
measures. The Department is requesting $5,750 to complete the in-
sulation of the Ridge Station and to side the station which should
further reduce energy consumption.
During 1981, the Department accepted delivery of a 1,000 gpm
fire engine which is housed in the Narrows. The engine will pro-
vide additional protection and is expected to serve the Town well.
The Department has initiated a review of the Town fire pro-
tection with the Insurance Service Office in an effort to improve
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the insurance ratings. The efforts of the Department to improve
the water supply capability during the past five years, which in-
cluded joining the Mutual Aid Compact, new equipment and training,
should result in an improved rating.
The most rewarding experience during 1981 was the successful
search efforts for Christopher Vincent who wandered from his home
on Blakes Hill Road. The search was a testimony to mankind as
volunteers came to search from as far as Manchester and Salisbury.
At the height of the search, over 300 people were involved.
The fact that the search was controlled and organized and
that no one was hurt during the search, reflects on the quality
officers and organization of your Department. The cooperation
and efforts of all too numerous to mention, reflects on the char-
acter of the Town of Northwood.
The Fire Department is particularly proud of the cooperation
that has been received from the Police Department and Road Agent
but most importantly citizens of Northwood.
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to the of-
ficers and firefighters for the dedication in serving the Town.
I especially commend the wives and families of the firefighters




Chief of the Department
NORTHWOOD FIRE DEPARTMENT
19 81 FIRE DEPARTMENT OFFICERS
Chief Donald E. Bassett
Deputy Paul E. Colby Deputy Allan R. Clark
Capt. Robert LaRoche Capt. Charles Bailey
Capt. William Calef
Lt. Daniel Tasker Lt. Richard Drown
Lt. Harry Ring
Special Deputy Leon Seward
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NORTHWOOD BOARD OF LIBRARY TRUSTEES
ANNUAL REPORT 19 81
The Bryant-Chesley Libraries continue to be an important
activity in the lives of many people in the town of Northwood.
Circulation of materials totaled 20,720 items. Through purchase
from town appropriated monies, income from trust funds, book sales
and donations, 752 books were added to the collections.
Tangible recognition for 45 years of service as trustee to
the libraries by the late Dr. Alfred Mihachik was made possible
by memorial donations from friends and other sources. A 12 drawer
card catalog cabinet was purchased for the Chesley Library. Two
sugar maple trees, to be known as the Mihachik Maples, were
planted in front of the Bryant Library. A dedication was held
June 14, 1981, with the doctor's widow, Puth, the Librarian and
the trustees present.
The two libraries are now open 20 hours a week, with the
additional hours being on Sunday and Saturday. The Bryant Li-
brary at Northwood Narrows is open Fridays 1-5 and Sundays 2-4;
the Chesley Library on U.S. Route 4 is open Wednesday 12:20-4:30,
6-9 and Saturdays 10-12, 1-6.
The Librarian continued monthly film programs for children
at both libraries with an average attendance of 18. The craft
program on Friday afternoons at the Bryant Library has the par-
ticipation of numerous school children. The Little Red Wagon, a
live theater/puppet program from the University of New Hampshire,
again came to Northwood performing for more than 90 individuals
on the lawn at the Bryant Library one morning in July.
Through the cooperation of the New Hampshire Library Associ-
ation, the New Hampshire Council for the £rts and Humanities and
the University of New Hampshire, the program "The New Hampshire
Writer Looks at the Small Town" was qiven to a capacity audience
at the Town Hall on May seventh. An active discussion, led by
Dr. Charles Clark of the UNH History Department, was held after
the showing of the film. Financial assistance from, the Harvey
Lake Woman's Club and the Northwood Historical Society aided in
the publicity for the program.
Children from the Centre School and kindergarten classes
made visits to the libraries durina National Library Week in
April and Children's Book Week in November. The Librarian,
Gladys Gardner, created a booklet of the history of the Brookside
School and copies were qiven to each child when classes from the
school visited the Bryant Library.
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The Librarian prepared special programs for the Northwood Day
Extension Group and the Harvey Lake Woman's Club. She also pre-
sented a film and story hour to more than 50 children who ac-
companied their parents to a special Parent Teacher Association
function at the Northwood Elementary School.
Meetings of the District Area Councils, displays of child-
ren's books and the fall meeting of the New Hampshire Library
Association were attended by the Librarian as well as participa-
ting with two trustees at the spring conference of the New Hamp-
shire Library Council.
Evaluation, up-dating, and cataloging of materials at the
Chesley Library continues with the assistance of the Consultant
from the State Library. The Librarian and Jean G. Johnson have
volunteered more than 150 hours to this project. Material of
any value that has been withdrawn from the collection has been
distributed to other libraries, appropriate organizations, sold
at the Lion Club Flea Market or purchased by book dealers.
Physical improvements to the Bryant Library this year were
the insulation of the hot air ducts, a custom built magazine/
bookcase and the installation of iron railings at the entry way.
The exterior of the Chesley Library was painted, the ceiling
insulated and the carpet laid. Volunteer assistance in moving
books and furniture and necessary carpentry on the swinging
doors (all totaling 35 hours) enabled the Board to keep expenses
within the budget allotment. A lamp for the memorial card cata-
log was purchased and two file cabinets for records and informa-
tional material have been added to the Chesley equipment.
Numerous residents researched material at the two libraries
during the newspaper contest "Know Your State". Additional his-
torical material has been made available, as well as preserving
the originals, when Media Service of the University of New Hamp-
shire made negatives and prints of a library picture collection
of old Northwood buildings and residences. This was done at no
cost to the Bryant-Chesley Libraries. Individuals can obtain
prints by contacting the Librarian or Media Service at UNH.
Exhibits and displays at the libraries continue with special
note of the "totem pole" made by Cub Scout Troop £312 and the
Christmas decorations on the trees outside the Chesley Library
which were done by the Northwood East End Cherokees 4-H Club.
The Board of Trustees and the Librarian wish to thank those
individuals, groups and the annoymous donors who have given
books, paperbacks, magazines, craft materials, money or labor to
the Bryant-Chesley Libraries of Northwood: Thelma Eatough,
Dareece Tremblay, Jean & Charles Johnson, Enid Fernald, Elaine
Stanley, Edward Ouimette, Avis Small, Louise Wiley, Pauline Ham-
mond, Carl Gustafson, Pat LaFranc, Fern Leather, the American
Legion Auxiliary, Harvey Lake Woman's Club, Mark Seaver, Sarah
Shaw, Richard Linnell, the Longuiel family, Irene Scribner, Jean
and Al Pettengill, Steve Whitaker, Jeffrey Dowst , Mr. & Mrs.
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Charles Colpritt, Helen Johnson, Jim & Betsy Colburn, Fran John-
son, Thelma Shaw, Jerry Gammon, Phyllis & Al Thomson, Al Villamil,
Steve Marini and Charlie Gardner.
Respectfully submitted,
Theresa M. Herron, Chairman
Peter Stimmell
Jean G. Johnson, Secretary
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REPORT OF THE NORTHWOOD PLANNING BOARD
At the 1981 Town Meeting, the Town of Northwood voted in
favor of adopting regulations for multiple family dwellings,
Site Plan Review and signs, and repealed the 10% set aside re-
quired for all subdivisions of over 20 acres. An amendment to
increase the widths of right-of-ways was not passed by the voters.
In addition, the town lost funding to Strafford Regional Planning
Commission and its CETA Planner.
The Planning Board held six subdivision hearings during 1981.
Two public hearings were also held; one was the second public
hearing for the Proposed Zoning Ordinances prior to the 1981 Town
Meeting and one was for revisions to the Subdivision Regulations.
The Town Map was approved by the Planning Board with re-
visions and reprinted during the year. The Planning Board re-
ceived input from the Fire Department on street names in question.
The Planning Board approved one Site Plan Review for an
addition to an existing commercial building and in 1982 will set
up new guidelines for publication into the Subdivision Regula-
tions .
The passage of SB 235 necessitated revisions to the sub-
division regulations, which dealt primarily with procedures on
hearings, time guidelines, subdivision plan submission require-
ments, fees, recordkeeping and preliminary review of subdivision
plans. The items were approved and recorded with the Town Clerk
and Rockingham County Registry of Deeds.
The Subdivision Regulations will be reprinted in 1982 to re-
flect these revisions and additions. Site Plan and an expedited
review procedure will be forthcoming in early 1982 to be included
in the new regulations.
The Planning Board accepted with deep regret the resignation
of Gardner W. Mills who provided the Planning Board with many





THE NORTHWOOD RESCUE SQUAD, INC.
FINANCIAL REPORT
This statement represents a summarization of the cash-flow
of the Northwood Rescue Squad, Inc., which is a volunteer sup-
ported non-profit organization, providing a 24-hour emergency
medical service and operating an ambulance owned and supported
by the Town of Northwood, N. H. , and is for the period commenc-
ing January 1, 1981 and terminating December 31, 1981.
RECEIPTS $14 ,038.55
Incoming Balance of all accounts $ 5,757.12
Donations 530.00
Memorium(s) 9 9 0.50
Fund Raising Projects 2,065.45




Outgoing Balance of all accounts $ 2,804.99
Ambulance Operations 4,460.06








REPORT OF THE NORTHWOOD ROADS COMMITTEE
The following is a summary of the work that was accomplished
on Town roads in 1981:
1. Reconstruct gravel section of Gulf Road.
2. Resurface Gulf Road.
3. Surface Jenness Pond Road.
4. Raked all graveled roads.
5. Surfaced Old Canterbury Road from West Street up to
graveled section.
6. Graveled Town roads that needed it.
7. Brush cut on side of roads.
8. One-half of Blake's Kill Road surfaced.
The Committee recommends that the following road improvements
be scheduled for 1982, 1983 and 1984:
1982
1. Surface Mountain Road.
2. Surface the other one-half of Blake's Hill Road.
3. Finish the construction on Old Pittsfield Road to Dime's
driveway
.
4. Reconstruct Pender Hill Road.
5. Reconstruct the rest of Lower Deerfield Road as far as
Bigalow Road.
6. If monies available, resurface Old Canterbury Road from
Main Street to the entrance of the cemetery.
1983
1. Reconstruct Tasker Hill Road from where surface stops to
the Strafford line.
2. Reconstruct Priest Road.
1984
1. Prepare and tar Harvey Lake Estates.
2. Shim and resurface Range Road and Cross Street on tarred
area.
Respectfully submitted,
Ron St. Cyr, Chairperson
Stephanie Buzzell, Secretary





LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE
The Directors of the Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative
are pleased to report that the incinerator recovery plant is in
operation and producing steam for the University of New Hampshire
on a regular 24-hour, 7-day a week schedule. Since reporting to
you at the time of your 1981 town meetings, your Directors are
able to record substantial accomplishments in the completion of
the plant's construction and in placing it in operation in ac-
cordance with our long range plans.
The supervision of all operations, including personnel, as
well as the preparation of budgets, and overall management, is
under the direct control of the Cooperative's Administrator, with
the three-member Operations Committee from the Joint Board of
Directors exercising general supervisory control. The plant per-
sonnel, in addition to the Administrator, includes two mechanics,
a truck driver, two daily shifts of 12 hours each involving 8 per-
sons, plus a daily cleanup crew. This organization operates the
incinerator system, maintains records, and coordinates with the
University's Power Plant staff to monitor the boiler and steam
production elements of the plant. The Cooperative's organization
also handles the collection of refuse from the transfer stations
of five communities, and handles the ash removal and its transfer
to the landfill site.
The waste delivery program for the towns in the Cooperative,
including both community owned packers and commercial haulers,
has been organized for efficient and continuous delivery of waste
with all units being weighed on the Cooperative's scales, with
tonnage recorded for billing of the tipping fee to each community.
To assist all the communities in the collection and delivery pro-
gram, a series of instructual memorandums were prepared including
a complete set of guidelines detailing processable and non-pro-
cessable waste, i.e., that which can be handled at the plant and
that which must be disposed of at the regular dump sites. This
latter item, of course, includes brush, construction materials,
and other non-organic material. Further, a punch card system
enables each community to assign deliveries to either their own
vehicles or contract haulers. Guidelines were also developed and
issued to all hauling units with instructions for delivery, dump-
ing, and emergency procedures. We have made arrangements with a
commercial landfill operator to handle our waste in the event of
a major shut-down of all units at the plant.
The Directors, on December 10, 1981, held a public hearing
on the Cooperative's proposed budget, which has now been adopted
and the appropriate share of each member community for inclusion
in their individual budgets.
Two additional programs have been initiated during the past
year. These programs, which were noted in the 1980 report, in-
clude a CEIP grant of $18,000, being administered by the State's
Department of Energy, and which has now been approved for a study
of potential alternate uses of energy from steam, particularly
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during the summer months when the University's steam demand is
much reduced. Another program which is just developing is the
possible selection of the Lamprey Cooperative to store and dis-
pose through incineration the oil spill debris which may result
from oil spill contamination on our coast, or even our inland
waterways
.
The Directors were also pleased, this last year, to have the
City of Somersworth join the Cooperative as a full member, bring-
ing the additional waste generated by that community, which was
needed to round out our potential capacity for incinerating waste
and producing steam.
We are still working with all of the communities and the
University in eliminating glass from the waste stream because of
the net savings that will result by eliminating hauling it to the
plant and processing it through the system.
The Directors of the Cooperative wish to express their deep
appreciation for the assistance given their efforts by the Uni-
versity's staff as well as the officers and personnel of the co-
operating communities. Every effort will be continued to keep
the residents of the region informed of the progress of the col-
lection, processing, and disposal of the waste which is being
handled at the plant.
Joint Board of Directors
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste
Cooperative




NEWMARKET REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
In 1981, the Newmarket Regional Health Center celebrated its
ICth anniversary and opened a new medical facility, the Lamprey
River Clinic, in Raymond, New Hampshire. At both facilities, a
medical program is operated, providing general medical care, pre-
ventive health services and an extensive community outreach pro-
gram, which includes preventive screening clinics, health educa-
tion and social services. In 1981, the health center initiated a
mental health linkage program. Ann Bliss, a counselor, was hired
to provide mental health services which consist of initial intake
and assessment, short-term counseling linkage and referral to
area mental health agencies.
Medical services are provided by Sarah Oxnard, M.D., Michael
Lewis, R.P.A., and Barbara Janeway, M.S.N. , A. R.N. P. In July,
Peter Friedensohn, M.D. joined the staff. Dr. Friedensohn is a
graduate of Dartmouth Medical School. The medical team includes
registered nurses, medical assistants and community health workers
For more information or to make a medical appointment, call 659-
3106 in Newmarket, 895-5531 in Raymond, or toll-free in Newmarket
at 1-800-582-7279.
The Community Health Workers coordinate a school health pro-
gram and preventive screening clinics to detect potential health
hazards. They hold informative workshops and act as liaison be-
tween the medical providers and the patient.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center also operates a Senior
Citizen Transportation Program. In 1981, two new 18-passenger
busses (with hydraulic lifts) were purchased, increasing our fleet
to three vehicles equipped to provide services to individuals con-
fined to a wheelchair. The transportation service enables seniors
to remain independent, self-sufficient and active by providing
rides to needed services, including iredical , shopping and recrea-
tional trips. For more information or to arrange a ride for a
senior citizen, call 659-2424 or toll-free at 1-800-582-7279.
The Newmarket Regional Health Center wishes to express its





RURAL DISTRICT HEALTH COUNCIL, INC.
ANNUAL REPORT - 19 81
As the federal government studies the cost of health care,
there is increased interest in home care and preventive medicine
as methods of reducing costs and improving health services. The
Rural District Health Council continues to qualify as a certified
home health agency, implementing procedures to continue to provide
quality care.
The priority service is the care of the sick program which
provides nursing care, home health aide, physical, occupation,
and speech therapy services. This program has provided 4,677
visits to its' member towns from January 1981 to October 31, 1981.
The agency's staff also conducts elderly health screenings
on Wednesday afternoon. Adults from the member towns are welcome
to attend any of these screenings. The first Wednesday it is
held in Farmington at the Town Hall, second Wednesday in Northwood
at the Town Hall, the third in Barrington at the Catholic Com-
munity Center, the fourth Wednesday in Milton at the Milton Health
Center. They all start at 1:00 p.m. and continue until all pa-
tients are seen. The screening includes blood pressure checks,
diabetes-anemia screenings, nutrition counseling for special diets
and weight control. This program has provided services to 627 pa-
tients, with 57 new patients enrolled and 23 referrals made.
The child health program is an active program with 738 child-
ren enrolled. From January 1981 - October 1981, 58 clinics have
been conducted with 1,046 children receiving physicals. This
program is offered to all children from any of the member towns
and includes physical examinations, immunizations, and counseling
for families with children 0-6 years.
A dental program is also held for children ages 3-6 years
which includes cleaning and flouride treatments twice a year,
with referrals to local dentists for follow-up care when needed.
It is funded by the Division of Public Health, Bureau of Pre-
school Dental Services. The program provided service to 391
children.
Home visits to mothers of newborns are provided when re-
quested by patient from the hospital. This can be very helpful
to the family in the process of adjusting to the newborn. Follow-
up visits are also made to assure continuity of care. This pro-
gram is funded in part by the U.S. Dept. of Health and Human
Services, Bureau of Maternal & Child Health Grant and the Rural
District Health Council. The agency coordinates services with
the Supplemental Food and Nutrition Education Program for Women,
Infants and Children (WIC) in conjunction with the Strafford
County Pre-Natal Family Planning Program, Inc. Foods supplied
are formula, dairy products, fruit juices and cereals.
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The Rural District Health Council, with the cooperation of
Frisbie Memorial Hospital, provides a discharge referral co-
ordinator who assists the Social Service Dept., at the hospital
and the patient's physician to continue care when needed from the
hospital to the patient's home. The hospital funds this program
in part with the Council. Two hundred eighty-one referrals have
been made
.
The Council employes dedicated staff who many times devote
themselves above and beyond the call of duty reflecting the nurse
who cares for people. Staff nurses include: Mary Timmons, R.N.
,
Supervisor; Arlene Thorne, R.N., MCH Coordinator; Paula Davis,
R.N. , Elderly Screening Coordinator and MCH staff; Jean Germer,
R.N., Discharge Coordinator. Staff nurses in care of the sick
program are: Betty Coons, R.N. ; Myrtle Walsh, R.N.; Alice Ziegra,
R.N. ; Dotty Demmons , R.N. ; Sally Sublette, R.N.; and Joan Menez,
LPN. Renee Wormell and Jean Simonton are fulfilling the duties as
Home Health Aides, while Junellen Chase handles the office duties
as Administrative Assistant.
The Agency receives funds from grants, United Way, town
appropriation, Medicare, Medicaid and private insurances.. A be-
quest to the Council may be made either for unrestricted use in
furthering the general purpose of the Rural District Health
Council or for such special or restricted purposes as the donor
may desire. Memorial gifts become a lasting honor to the memory
of someone special such as a relative or friend, An acknowledge-
ment is sent to the family without disclosing the amount of the
gift. All gifts to the agency are deductible for estate and in-
come tax purposes.
The Board of Directors has voted to hold the per capita at
$3.00 for the fiscal year 1982. The agency has seen an increase
in revenue and will apply that to the town appropriation. With
this added revenue the Finance Committee feels the Council can
continue to provide the many needed services to its' member towns.
With the increasing aged population our special mission is to
provide programs responsive to the community and to coordinate
visiting nurses with other health and social service agencies.
During the past year the Council has made for your town. 218
nursing visits, 47 home health aide visits and 148 therapy visits;
there have been 39 child health home visits and 108 children have
attended the child health program.
Anyone interested in additional information or needing
services may contact the Rural District Health Council, PO Box 56 3,
6 South Main Street, Farmington , N. H. 03835 or telephone 755-




PETITION FOR AN ARTICLE IN THE TOWN WARRANT FOR 19 82
TOWN OF NORTHWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
We, the undersigned registered voters of the Town of North-
wood, New Hampshire, hereby petition the Selectmen of the Town
of Northwood to place the following Article in the Warrant for
the 1982 Town Meeting:
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the hiring of a






















PETITION FOR AN ARTICLE IN THE TOWN WARRANT FOR 19 8 2
TOWN OF NORTHWOOD, NEW HAMPSHIRE
We, the undersigned registered voters of the Town of North-
wood, New Hampshire, hereby petition the Selectmen of the Town of
Northwood to place the following Article in the Warrant for the
1982 Town Meeting:
"To see if the Town will vote to authorize the sum of
$3,500.00 for the salary of a full-time lifeguard for the North-























Inasmuch as the property owner now bears most of the tax bur-
den, and believing that some form of Broad Base Tax would ease
this situation, we, the undersigned legal voters of the Town of
Northwood do, pursuant to RSA 39:3, hereby request the Selectmen
of Northwood to insert the following article in the Warrant of the
Annual Town Meeting, March 13, 19 82, with a "yes" and "no" ballot:
"To see if the Town of Northwood will vote to express approv-
al of a Broad Base Tax, and to present the results to our State
Representative and State Senator."
Joseph Grano






























For the Year Ending June 30,
1981
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Bernard R. Davis, B.A., M.A. , C.A.G.S















1981 SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING REPORT
March 7, 1981
The annual School District Meeting was called to order at
1:15 in the afternoon, at the Northwood Elementary School by
Moderator Robert Johnson. The warrant was read by Mr. Johnson.
ARTICLE 1 To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or
officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto. Mr. Tom Mad-
son moved that this article be accepted as read. This was second-
ed by Donald Post. Article passed by voice vote.
ARTICLE 2 To choose agents and committees in relation to any sub-
ject embraced in this warrant. Mr. Madson stated that there are
no committees, at this time, and that this article be indefinitely
postponed, so moved. Seconded by Mrs. DeTrude. Motion was a-
dopted by verbal vote.
ARTICLE 3 To see if the District wishes to establish a Study
Committee composed of not more than seven (7) members to be ap-
pointed by the School Board and charged with the responsibility
of a comprehensive study of school district needs with particular
emphasis on space requirements, the entire curriculum grades K-12
and the per pupil operating costs and tuition rates of receiving
high schools to which Northwood pupils are assigned. Said com-
mittee shall submit a written report to the 1982 School District
Meeting. Mrs. Herron made this a motion and seconded by Mrs.
Post. Mr. Walter Crandall asked for a show of hands, stating that
when the Selectmen ask for volunteers there's no response. Mr.
Madson made an amendment that a committee of seven (7) be changed
to a committee of nine (9). This was seconded by Mrs. Herron. A
vote was taken on the amendment only and was passed by a verbal
vote. Mrs. Marion Knox made an amendment asking for a written re-
port for the majority and minority opinions of these nine people,
for the 1982 School District Meeting. Seconded by Clarence Ahl-
gren. This motion was passed by a verbal vote. Mr. Ahlgren made
a motion, asked for the report to be prepared on or before Janu-
ary 1, 1982, in order for the district to study the report.
Seconded by Mr. Smith. Mr. Madson stated that the report has to
be available by January 1, 1982. This motion was passed by a
verbal vote. Jean Johnson stated that paper and printing, etc.
are expensive, but Mr. Madson stated that they have budgeted
$2,000.00 for the committee. A vote was taken on the adoption of
the motion as amended. This was passed by a verbal vote. Mr.
Madson asked to have volunteers raise their right hand. Nineteen
(19) names were given.
ARTICLE 4 To see if the District wishes to vote an amendment to
the Capital Reserve Fund which would allow funds to be withdrawn
in accordance with the provisions of RSA 35, for Capital Improve-
ments as well as all or part of the cost of new construction for
the School District. (This vote constitutes a change of purpose
for which the Capital Reserve Fund was originally established.)
Donald Post moved that this article be accepted. Seconded by Mr.
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Madson. Mrs. Knox asked to have this article include roofing of
the school. Mr. Madson stated that he considers the roof as
Maintenance, and that $18,000.00 is in the budget for the roof.
The only way money can be spent is at a School District Meeting
by vote. Jim Morse asked if these funds could be used for the
Brookside School? Gordon Smart stated that these funds should not
be used for this, but for defraying expenses for a new addition
(not for reducing taxes for repairs) . Mr. Don Post spoke against
changing this article. Mr. David Teel amended the article to
read, "If any Capital improvements are to be made, it should be on
Town owned property." Seconded by Janice White. After much dis-
cussion, an explanation of the overcrowdedness of the Elementary
School, number of meals served, the overload of the sewer system,
and many other problems and needs, Mr. Madson asked, "Where else
can we go besides the Brookside School?" Mr. Conway explained
our involvement with Special Education students and the desire to
have them back here rather than transporting them to places such
as the Strafford Learning Center. Moderator Johnson asked for a
show of hands to the amendment of the main motion, by David Teel.
YES 22 NO 101. Motion does not prevail. Mr. Johnson asked for
a vote on the main motion, stating this requires a 2/3 vote. A
show of hands was called for. YES 125 NO 26. Motion prevails.
ARTICLE 5 To see if the District will authorize the School Board
to withdraw, after July 1, 1981, an amount not to exceed nine
thousand nine hundred dollars ($9,900.00) from the Capital Re-
serve Fund in accordance with the provisions of RSA 35 for the
purpose of capital improvements to the Brookside School, as ap-
proved by the Trustees of said school. Motion was made by Bonnie
Hibbard and seconded by Mike Bane. Vote was taken by a show of
hands. YES 118 NO 26. This requires a 2/3 vote. Article was
accepted.
ARTICLE 6 To see if the District will vote to raise and appro-
priate, in addition to the original appropriation for the 1980-81
fiscal year, a sum of eighteen thousand two hundred and forty
seven dollars ($18,247.00) to be made available to the School Dis-
trict prior to July 1, 1981, in order to meet unanticipated obli-
gations caused by Special Education and energy conservation
(deficit appropriation) . Motion was made by Charles Johnson and
seconded by Mrs. Herron. Mr. Madson amended this article to read
$26,762.00. This was seconded by Mr. Post. A verbal vote was
taken accepting this adoption of the amendment. The motion as
amended was voted on and adopted. A verbal YES.
ARTICLE 7 To see what sum of money the District will raise and
appropriate for the support of the school, for the salaries of
school district officials and agents, and for the payment of
statuatory obligations of this District. Mr. Post made a motion
that $917,764.00 be raised for the School Budget. Mr. Madson
asked that Line Item #1100 be reduced $3,050.00, to read
$914,714.00. This decrease is result of a decrease in the tuition
that Dover High School will actually be charging. This amendment
was seconded by Mrs. DeTrude. Mr. Bennett asked for a breakdown
of the Line Items. Mr. Madson suggested that at the end of each
total item, that he make a motion. Mr. Allen Thompson asked if
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Article 8 be included in the total sum of Article 7. The budget
was explained by Mr. Madson who presented the Line Items. Line
Item 1100 was recommended to read $527,224.00 for tuition. This
was decreased $3,050.00 because of a tuition decrease at Dover
High School. Line Item 1300 Vocational Programs was increased
$825.00. Line Item 1400 Other Instruction Programs was decreased
$3,500.00. Line Item 2540 Operation and Maintenance of Plant was
decreased $5,000.00. Line Item 1122 Deficit Appropriation was in-
creased $8,515.00. Total appropriation was $909,249.00 reduced
$2,210.00 to a final total of $907,039.00. Mr. Madson withdrew a
previous amendment to amend the main motion. Line Item 1400 was
corrected by Mr. Madson to read $3,650.00, making a total of
$907,039.00. Mr. Madson made this motion and Mr. Post seconded.
Mr. Madson stated, "That still does not address the problems of
high school tuition." All other Line Items remain the same as
were recommended by the Budget Committee. Mr. Bennett asked about
the tuition of Coe-Brown Academy. Mr. Madson stated that it
presently budgeted for $278,000.00; however, "it is now over
$300,000.00". Mr. Bennett asked if the Coe-Brown Academy budget
copy break-up is similar to the format that was handed out at the
beginning of this meeting? Mr. Madson stated that their pro-
jections were not adequately broken down. Mr. Bennett stated that
"it's my intention to get Coe-Brown Academy to tell me where my
quarter million is going". Mr. Bennett moved "to reduce the
bottom line figure by 10% allowed by law to $816,335.00".
Seconded by John Newman. Mr. Madson stated that you can reduce
the budget any amount, but that you can not raise the total more
than 10%. Moderator Johnson stated the first motion by Don Post
to raise $917,764.00 and reduced by Mr. Madson be voted on first.
Mr. Charles Johnson asked about $7,000.00 (Article 8) that hadn't
been voted on yet. Moderator Johnson said he would accept a mo-
tion to lay this motion on table pending disposition of Article 8.
So moved by Don Post. Seconded by Tom Madson. This was voted on
and passed.
ARTICLE 8 To see if the District will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of seven thousand dollars ($7,000.00) for a
contingency fund as provided by the New Hampshire Revised Statutes
Annotated 19 8:4b. Moved by Don Post. Seconded by Mr. Madson.
Mr. Allen Thompson asked if a contingency fund was necessary.
This was explained by Mr. Madson that it's for unexpected ex-
penses. Mr. Ahlgren asked what happens if we don't use it? Mr.
Madson explained that it goes back to the Town next year to help
defray expenses. A verbal vote was taken and the motion was
passed.
ARTICLE 7 Mr. Post moved that we take this article from the
table. A verbal vote was taken. Motion passed. Don Post moved
and seconded by Mr. Madson. Mr. Madson 's amendment to raise
$907,039.00 was seconded by D. Post. Moderator Johnson asked for
a show of hands. YES 73 NO . Amendment prevails. Mr. Bennett
amendment was to reduce the bottom Line figure by 10% to read
$816,335.00. Seconded by John Newman. A verbal vote was taken.
NO Motion does not prevail. A vote on the main motion as a-
mended, the total budget to read $907,039.00. Mrs. Jean Johnson
commended the School Committee for doing their homework and treat-
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ing us well, and urged vote on the recommended total. The Moder-
ator called for a verbal vote, and was taken, the motion as a-
mended was passed.
ARTICLE 9 To see if the District wishes to authorize the Treas-
urer, with approval of the School Board, to appoint a Deputy
Treasurer for the 1981-82 school year and to provide bond for said
Deputy Treasurer as provided in RSA 197:22. Don Post moved that
we accept the article as read. Seconded by Mr. Madson. A verbal
vote of YES was taken. Motion prevails.
ARTICLE 10 To see if the District will authorize the School Board
to make application for and to receive and expend, in the name of
the District, such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for
educational purposes as may now or hereafter be forth coming from
the United States Government and/or State agencies, private
agencies and/or other sources. Charles Johnson moved that we ac-
cept this article. Seconded by Bob Herron. A verbal vote was
taken and the motion was adopted.
ARTICLE 11 To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting. Mr. Bennett spoke on the tuition expense of
Coe-Brown Academy. He stated that there are concerned people who
would like to have a better understanding where their tax dollars
are going. Mr. Bennett asked the School Board and Mr. Barry
Clough (School Superintendent) , "Can we direct the School Board
not to assign school children to a certain school?" Mr. Clough
stated RSA 19 3, "The Board shall assign . " If the Board chose not
to assign (RSA 193) children to Coe-Brown Academy, then the child-
ren would not go to Coe-Brown Academy. The law reads, "if you do
not have a high school in Town, the School Board must assign
students to high school." Mr. Bennett made a motion that the
District advise the School Board not to assign any students to
Coe-Brown Academy "until they are completely satisfied that it
merits the cost." Seconded by Bob Herron. Helen Johnson asked if
they (students) were allowed to go to any school they wanted to.
The School Board said that they have to be assigned. Mrs. John-
son then asked who would pay the transportation to other towns
such as Dover High School? Mr. Madson said that the students and
parents would have to pay for this. Moderator Johnson turned the
gavel over to John Lane, as Deputy Moderator, while there's dis-
cussion on Coe-Brown Academy. Mr. Johnson is Chairman of the
Board of Trustees at Coe-Brown Academy. George Pellettieri stated
that concerned people would like to have a better understanding of
where their tax dollars go. Bob Grant, (a Coe-Brown Trustee),
stated that no profit was being made and agreed that the informa-
tion should be shared. After much discussion, Mr. Lane called for
a vote of Mr. Bennett's motion: "That the District advises the
School Board not to assign any students to Coe-Brown Academy until
they are completely satisfied that it merits the cost." A show of
hands was called for by the Moderator. YES 36 NO 19. Motion
carries. Mr. Robert Johnson resumed his duties as Moderator fol-
lowing the vote. Moderator Johnson stated that there was no
objection to the vote and that Coe-Brown Academy expenses can be
justified. Before adjournment, Mrs. Lois DeTrude (the out going
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going member of the School Board) was given a vote of thanks for
her three years of service to the School Board. Mrs. DeTrude
thanked Cathy Jock for baby sitting during this meeting.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:00 p.m.
A True Copy Attest:
Jean W. Lane, Clerk
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of
Northwood qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said
district on the 9th day of March 1982, at 10:00 o'clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
3B. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
two years.
3C. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing
one year.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To choose Auditors, and all other necessary officers
and agents for the ensuing year.












THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School district in the town of
Northwood qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Northwood Elementary
School in said district on the 6th day of March 1982, at 1:00
o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees, or
officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
2. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject
embraced in this warrant.
3. To see if the School District will vote to authorize the
School Board to appoint a Building Committee composed of nine
(9) members to work in conjunction with and advise the School
Board regarding the construction of an expansion program of
appropriate size for the School District. This Committee will
use the recommendations of the Northwood Educational Study
Committee where it deems them advantageous to the District.
Said Committee is to submit its findings in a written report
to the School Board and to the voters of the School District
not later than November 30, 1982.
4. To see what sum of money the School District will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of
school district officials and agents, and for the payment of
statutory obligations of the district.
5. To see if the School District will vote to raise and appro-
priate the sum of five thousand dollars ($5,000.00) for a
contingency fund as provided by the New Hampshire Revised
Statutes Annotated 198:4b.
6. To see if the School District wishes to authorize the
Treasurer, with the approval of the School Board, to appoint
a Deputy Treasurer for the 1982-83 school year and every year
thereafter in accordance with the provisions of RSA 197:24a
and to provide bond for said Deputy Treasurer as provided in
RSA 197:22.
7. To see if the School District will authorize the School Board
to make application for and to receive and expend, in the name
of the district, such advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds
for educational purposes as may now or hereafter be forthcom-
ing from the United States Government and/or state agencies;
private agencies and/or other sources.
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8. To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting.
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For the fiscal year beginning July 1, 1980
and ending June 30, 1981
RECEIPTS
Taxes from School District Levies
Other revenue from Local Sources







Revenue from Federal Sources
School Lunch

































































































Northwood Elementary School Fund $ 100.00 $
SCHOOL DISTRICT CONTRIBUTIONS TO INSURANCE & RETIREMENT:
Blue Cross, Blue Shield $ 4,018.78
State Employees Retirement System 4,470.22
Federal Ins. Cont. Act. 12,912.45




























Tuition to Other Public Schools
Dover Public School
Oyster River High School



















J. L. Hammett Company
H. A. Holt & Sons





Mainco School Supply Company
Mytel International, Inc.
New England School Supply
Oregon Teaching Center
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Rainbow's End International Pub.
Frank Schaffer Publications, Inc
Scott, Foresman & Company
Walt Disney Media Company
J. Weston Walch, Publisher


























































Rand McNally & Company
Reading Enrichment Company, Inc.
Scholastic Book Service
Scott, Foresman & Company




J. L. Hammett Company
J & A Handy-Crafts, Inc.
Tobey Harman
Hoitt & Wentworth
S & S Arts & Crafts
Music Supplies
Eastern Music Supply Company
Hampshire Music Company
N. H. Junior High Music Festival
Northwood School Student Fund


















1 ,273.80 $ 5,542.59




















Contributions to Insurance & Retirement
N.H. State Employees Retirement
System
Federal Ins. Cont. Act.
Tuition to Other Public Schools
Dover School Department



















Mainco School Supply Company
McGraw-Hill Book Company
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.
Psychological Corporation
Teaching Resources
D & E Valway
Textbooks
Follett Publishing Company
Replacement of Instructional Equip
Alfax Manufacturing

















Tuition to Other Public Schools










































Contributions to Insurance & Retirement
N.H. State Employees Retirement
System $ 576.77
Federal Ins. Cont. Act. 3,517.80 $ 4,094.57
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Truant Officer Salary



















C. Kallgren $ 12 f 684.00 $ 12,684.00
Supplies
C. Kallgren $ 175.00 $ 175.00
MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAMS:
Diagnostic Services
Lynda Barnes $ 30.00
Concord Hearing & Speech 15.00
Professional Audiology Center 43.00
Rehabilitation Center, Inc. 34.00
Strafford Learning Center 1,314.00 $ 1,4 36.00








N.H. Assoc, of School Principals
N.H. Recreation & Parks Society
N.H. School Board Assoc.
Supervisory Union #44
Sonia Wallman
Library/Ref. Books & Period.




Manchester Union Leader 62.00
National Geographic Society 11.50
National Historical Society 12.00
National Library Service, Inc. 670.00
$ 6,206.40 $ 6,206.40










































$ 300.00 $ 300.00
$ 400.00 $ 400.00
Insurance
Perkins Agency, Inc.
Charles W. Varney Insurance
Equipment






















N.H. Federation of Teachers
$ 663.00
10,517.20 $ 11,180.20




































Police for District Meeting







Thomas R. Conway - Principal
Ruth R. Hubner - Secretary









Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc.





Edward H. Quimby Company
School Service Company, Inc.
Supervisory Union #4 4
$ 20.00 $ 304.98
$ 10.00 $ 10.00
$ 500.00 $ 500.00
$ 10.00 $ 10.00
$ 627.00 $ 627.00




$ 32.00 $ 32.00
$ 40.00
40.00 $ 80.00
























N.H. Assoc, of School Principals
N.H. Music Educators Assoc.
Graduation Expenses
American Knitwear & Fabric Emblem
Dieges & Clust
Herff Jones
Interstate Printers & Publications
New Hampshire Printers
Nixon Company






















Adams Lock & Safe Company
Arnold T. Clement Company, Inc.
Concord Fire Extinguisher Service









William Schoppmeyer & Sons
Multi-Perial Insurance



































$ 200.00 $ 200.00
$ 72.00 $ 72.00
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Janitorial Supplies
Hillyard, Inc. $ 823.04
Interstate Restaurant Equip. Corp. 30.00
Lamont Labs, Inc. 1,529.40












































































Northwood Transportation $ 1,029.20 $ 1,02 9.20
Athletic Transportation
Northwood Transportation $ 896.25 $ 896.25
SCHOOL HOT LUNCH PROGRAM:
District
Northwood Hot Lunch Program $ 1,500.00
Federal
Northwood Hot Lunch Program 21,209.00 $ 22,709.00
UNEMPLOYMENT:
State
Dept. of Employment Security $ 205.66 $ 205.66
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $781,467.25
Cash on Hand at End of Year - June 30, 1981 44,627.99
GRAND TOTAL NET EXPENDITURES: $826,095.24
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1980 TO JUNE 30, 1981
Cash on Hand July 1, 1980 $ 1.57
(Treasurer's Bank Balance)
Current Appropriation $791,038.43
Revenue from State Sources 16,069.24
Revenue from Federal Sources 18,980.00
Revenue from all Other Sources 3 , 275 . 17
Total Receipts $829,362.84
Total Amount Available for Fiscal Year 829,364.41
(Balance and Receipts)
Less School Board Orders Paid 784,736.42





NORTHWOOD SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
Financial Statement
1980 - 1981
Balance - July 1, 1980
Receipts:
State & Federal Reimbursements
July - December 1980
January - June 1981
District Appropriation


































Bernard Foods $ 209.20
Consolidated Foods 5,952.72
Gumpert, Inc. 5 33.38
Lipson, Inc. 3,556.03
New Hampshire Provision Co. 2 34.59
Nissen, J. J. 991.32
Northwood Supermarket 1,366.22
Treas., State of N.H. (Dist. Agency) 392.62
Weeks Dairy 7,18 3.2 3 $20,419.31
Labor:
Lorraine Colby $ 2,r 067.27
Angela Darienzo 3,,372.64
Laura Josiah 4,f 088.45
Laura Josiah - Bookkeeping 501.14
Total IRS 1 ,121.47
Total FICA 1 r 537.41
OASI Fund 1.33 $12,689.73
Expendable Supplies:
Interstate Rest. Equip. Co. $ 177.21
Portsmouth Paper Co. 225.55 $ 402.76
Utility & Custodial:
Huckins Oil Company $ 562.45
R. C. Peabody Refrigeration 73.30
Northwood School Dist. - Plumbing 75.00
R. Darienzo - Carpentry 15.00
























This is to certify that we, the undersigned, auditors of the
School District of Northwood, have examined the books, receipts
and vouchers of the School Treasurer and find them correct to the






This is to certify that we, the undersigned, auditors of the
School District of Northwood, have examined the books, receipts
and vouchers of the School Lunch Program and find them to be







THE REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT
To the School Board and Citizens of the Northwood School District:
When school opened in September 1981, the Northwood Elemen-


































*Funded as part of the Joint Project

































under Title I for Barrington .
The enrollment by grades in the Northwood Elementary School










Northwood pupils attending secondary schools at district ex-
pense are listed below:
School Attended Special 10 11 12 Total Tuition Rate
Coe-Brown Academy 43 33 15 29 120 $1914.00
Dover High School 1 4 2 5 12 2145.00
Dover Vocational - 1 1 4 6 2145.00
Totals 44 38 18 38 138
In addition there is 1 pupil at the Rochester Child Development
Center and 1 each at SLC's TIP and TAC Programs.
As has been the case in many school districts throughout New
Hampshire and the Nation, the past year has been one of "belt
tightening" and budgetary restraint. The Northwood School Board
and the administration have devoted many long hours at "holding
the line" concerning budgetary expenditures. This office has
attempted to support the School Board's position in this regard
by continually reviewing the spiraling cost of special education
out-of-district pupil placements with the goal of developing co-
operative programming between the school districts in School
Administrative Unit #44. The purpose of such intra-Unit program
cooperation is to achieve equivalent programming for children
with special needs at reduced cost to the taxpayers. The plan-
ing process at the Unit level described above will experience
initial success in September 1982, when the first intra-Unit
special needs program will begin in Farmington.
Curriculum development and the refinement of education pro-
grams have continued to occupy the time and effort of faculty
and administration as they strive to meet the everchanging needs
of the student population. Mr. Conway has continued to work with
the teaching staff toward full implementation of the School Admin-
istrative Unit #44 accountability plan. The purpose of this plan
is to provide a core curriculum for the school system, a process
of reviewing teaching techniques and testing procedures with
which to evaluate the program on a periodic basis to insure that
children are experiencing an education commensurate with their
individual abilities. Specific curriculum areas which this of-
fice will be underscoring through the supervisory process will
be: a) the continuation of the primary/middle school program
approach instituted this year, b) the continuation and refinement
of the new elementary science program funded this year through a
$15,000 Federal Title IV, Part C Grant, c) the further refinement
of the early childhood program in the primary grades and d) the
development of a comprehensive gifted and talented program to
further implement the goal of individualized instruction to meet
the particular needs of individual pupils. In addition this
office will continue to cooperate with Mr. Conway and the teach-
ing staff to insure that program evaluation and curriculum
accountability continue to receive the highest possible priority.
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While I realize the present economic climate places a low
priority on long range plans and future needs of the system, I
strongly encourage the voters of the District to review and give
serious consideration to the recommendation as submitted in the
report of the Northwood Education Study Committee. Implementa-
tion of their recommendations will contribute significantly to
the communication process which must exist between public school
institutions, their respective faculties and the communities
which they serve. The members of the Committee are to be com-
mended for their consistent, diligent and objective analysis of
the needs of the School District.
As one reviews the past year there is one issue which con-
tinues to intrude into the affairs of local school districts and
which at some point in time will require a solution. I speak of
the continuing practice by our Federal and State Governments of
continuing to mandate the development of programs while leaving
the bulk of the responsibility of financing such programs to the
local taxpayers. Special education is the latest area where
school districts have received promises of a specific level of
funding from the Federal and State Governments only to end up
with far less financial aid than was initially promised. To
further underscore the point, Northwood received absolutely no
State aid at all under the foundation aid formula which is sup-
posed to be the State's major financial aid to education for
local communities. As of the writing of this report, the media
is full of reports that State Government further plans to reduce
State aid to local school districts through the reduction of
Sweepstakes funds and monies from the Business Profits Tax.
On behalf of the Central Office staff, I wish to express our
continued appreciation to the members of the School Board, the
Principal, teachers and citizens for the cooperation exhibited
and progress achieved this past year. We look forward to a long
and productive relationship in which our mutual goals will con-
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To the Northwood School Board and to the Citizens of Northwood:
The 1981-82 school year has started with our housing problems
for our students solved for the present. We are very pleased with
the Brookside project where we have been able to relocate three
classrooms
.
The upper area was totally renovated the past summer, allow-
ing us to have an additional classroom on the second floor. A
new rest room was added, and the area has been insulated and new
combination windows placed on the second floor.
At the present time we have approximately 6 students who are
housed at the Brookside School, two first grades and a second
grade. We have been able to supply all the needed services to
these youngsters, including hot lunch.



























One of our goals this year has been to develop a more di-
versified program for our students in Grades 6, 7, 8. We have
increased our total periods for the day to seven periods, which
allows us to offer students a variety of electives during the
activity block. Electives presently available to students are
as follows: French, Greenhouse, Yearbook, Typing, Chess, First
Aid, Home Economics, Great Books and Computers.
One of the goals of the district was to bring back to our
school a majority of the students who were being serviced out of
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district. We are very happy with this program and we feel that we
are providing for the needs of these students at the local level
as well as they were serviced out of the district. I feel that
if at all possible all of our youngsters should have the op-
portunity to attend school in their own community.
We were very pleased to receive a federal grant in access of
$14,000.00 which has allowed us to construct a Greenhouse ad-
jacent to our Science Room, which has allowed our students the
opportunity to become involved in greenhouse-outdoor activities.
The possibilities for all classes to utilize this new program will
allow for a much more diversified Science program.
Another grant received by the school was for the purchase of
a computer which is being incorporated into our Math program. Mr.
Capistran, our Math teacher, has started students in this com-
puter program starting at the fourth grade level.
Our S.R.A. results have been tabulated for the 1980-81 school
year, and our students did an outstanding job in the core areas of
Reading, Math and Language Skills. Our scores ranged well above
local and national norms in all of these areas.
During the summer there was a continued effort to maintain
our present school facility. The heating system was worked on to
equalize heat throughout the building, and a project to re-roof
our main building was started.
I believe the general condition of the building is in good
shape. We hope to continue our program of preventive maintenance
each year so as to keep the building in the best shape possible.
This past summer the Northwood P.T.A. worked long and hard
to clear and improve our playground area. We now have a much
larger area for youngsters to play in than in the past. An out-
door basketball area has been constructed and the students thor-
oughly enjoy the opportunity to have an area they can be proud
of. The P.T.A. will be working to complete the project this
coming year. We are hoping to install new playground equipment
in the area which should allow students to have a variety of
activities for their use. Not enough can be said for all of the
hard work put in by the P.T.A. and local citizens in a combined
effort to make our playground something we can all be proud of.
In closing I would like to express my appreciation to the
Supervisory Union office staff for their assistance this year.
Mr. Barry Clough, Superientendent of Schools; Mr. Bernard Davis
and Mr. Leon Worthley, Assistant Superintendents of Schools and
Mr. Leonard Newman, Director of Special Education. My special
thanks to the Northwood School Board who have worked long and
hard to maintain quality education in Northwood; but especially,
on behalf of the entire staff, I want to thank the citizens of

































The Health Program for the year 1980-1981 was carried out in the
usual manner with an annual physical inspection of each student
by the nurse. This involves vision and hearing screening, in-
spection of teeth, tonsils and cleanliness; scolosis and blood-
pressure screening for students in the Junior High grades. When













Students transported to Immunization Clinics 28
Dentist 11
Pre-school registration 28
Pre-school Vision and Hearing Screening
Vision 111
Hearing 112
Nurse administered 42 doses of medication
DENTAL PROGRAMS
Eleven students received dental care through the Northwood
Matching Funds program. This money was made available through
the generosity of many local organizations and the P.T.A. and
Harvey Lake Woman's Club. Dr. David Gruette was the participating
dentist. Through a program sponsored by the N.H. Bureau of Den-
tal Health, students in grades 1-5 were given the opportunity to
participate in a daily dry brushing program and weekly fluoride
rinse program. The annual Cleaning and Fluoride Clinic was held
in September. Mrs. Linda Sawyer, Epsom, was the hygienist. One
hundred and sixteen students participated in this worthwhile pro-
gram.
IMMUNIZATION PROGRAM
Through the Immunization Program of the Rural District Health
Council, many students received vaccines. A total of 44 doses
were given to 28 students. These included DT , MMR, Polio and
T.B. We are fortunate to have this excellent health program in
our community and appreciate all they do for the children.
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
Because of immunization programs, the incidence of com-
municable diseases has diminished over the years. However,
Chickenpox, Scabies and head lice make an appearance once in a
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while. Strep infections also are serious conditions and if not
cared for properly, can lead to serious complications.
HEALTH EDUCATION
Weekly visits were made to grades 1-5. Appropriate health
related lessons and activities were carried out. The Family
Living and Human Sexuality Curriculum is enthusastically received
by students and parents. As part of V.D. and substance abuse
education for the Jr. High students, lectures, film-strips, guest
speakers and discussion periods were planned and carried out.




Tympanometry workshop - to measure ear drum mobility
Laconia State School On-Site Team Member - Special Education
Evaluation
I would like to express my thanks to the Superintendent, School
Board Members, Teachers and Parents for their cooperation and





NORTHWOOD SCHOOL DISTRICT TENTATIVE CALENDAR
1982 - 1983
September through January - 95 days
February through June - 9 days
September 6 Labor Day
November 11 Veteran's Day
November 25-26 Thanksgiving Recess
(November 2 5 Thanksgiving Day)
December 24-31 Christmas Vacation
February 21-25 Winter Vacation
April 25-29 Spring Vacation
May 30 Memorial Day
185 days - 180 days required for instructional purposes.
Monday, February 21, Washington's Birthday, falls during the
week of Winter Vacation.
Monday, April 25, Fast Day, falls during the week of Spring
Vacation.
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REPORT OF THE NORTHWOOD EDUCATION STUDY COMMITTEE
This reported was directed by the Northwood School District
at their meeting of March 7, 1981, (referenced Article 3 amended).
Pursuant to Article 3, the School Board appointed the follow-
ing committee members: Bunny Behm, James Bennett, Douglas Briggs,
Laura Josiah, William Lounsbury, Ellis Ring, Richard Shaw, George
Sullivan, (subsequently resigned and replaced by Peggy Hopkins)
,
and Phyllis Thomson. Many other people assisted the committee
throughout the ensuing months and the committee wishes to recog-
nize their valuable assistance. They include: School Administra-
tive Unit #44 represented by Mr. Leon Worthley, Mr. Greg Pitman,
the Trustees of C.B.N. A., and C.B.N. A. Headmaster, Mr. David Smith
and his staff, those people who responded to questionnaires and
those interviewers who administered the questionnaires, Mr. Con-
way and his staff of the Northwood Elementary School, and the
administrators of the Strafford, Nottingham, Epsom and Barrington
Schools.
The study committee was subsequently divided into four sub-
committees: Space, Tuition and Costs, Curriculum K-8, and Cur-
riculum 9-12. Each sub-committee researched its special area and
submitted a draft report to the full committee which refined that
report into the final form, including recommendations.
Following the individual reports is an overall summary and
recommendations
.
ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT
The Elementary Curriculum Subcommittee has relied heavily on
information gathered by means of a questionnaire distributed to
145 parents, students and teachers in Northwood. We were also in-
fluenced by the November , 1980, Visitation Report of the N. H.
State Department of Education (see Appendix) . We have met with
the Principal, Mr. Conway, several teachers, parents and students,
and have met regularly with Assistant Superintendent of Schools,
Leon Worthley.
We did not define our task as an evaluation of specific scope
and sequence objectives for individual courses. School Adminis-
trative Unit (SAU)44 and Northwood teachers have just completed a
two-year curriculum study. Our objective was to evaluate current
course offerings and to recommend additions or changes perceived
necessary by the sample population of parents, students and teach-
ers we interviewed or who responded to our questionnaire.
The questionnaire was distributed by this subcommittee to 4th
and 8th grade parents, 8th grade students, Coe-Brown 10th and 12th
grade students and parents, and teachers in both the elementary
school and Coe-Brown. 13 Coe-Brown teachers responded, while 5
elementary teachers responded.
Virtually every parent said their children like school, the
Principal, and the small school population.
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The Math and English programs were rated high by parents and
students alike. SRA achievement tests (ranging from 24 per-
centile to 81 percentile of the national average for individual
classes) revealed an overall average 3R Core composite score of
58 percentile, slightly above national average. Both parents and
children rated the Math and English programs with a "B" average.
The majority of parents polled seem to feel the school is doing
a good job in these areas.
High school teachers at Coe-Brown, on the other hand, did
report deficiencies in Math and English. The teachers generally
agreed that elementary school graduates were strong in class dis-
cussion and willingness to express opinions, but were weak in
reading comprehension, punctuation, grammar, spelling, writing
reports and term papers, outlining main points, study habits; and
in math the areas of fractions, problem solving, percent, divi-
sion, decimal numbers and the metric system. The Coe-Brown stu-
dent population does include students from Deerfield, Strafford,
and Nottingham, as well as Northwood.
Typical teacher survey comments are listed below:
Strengths
:
General - Class discussion
Ability to express opinions
Thinking creatively
Working well with hands
Knowledge of local and state government
Math - Basic arithmetic









General - Writing standard English consistently
as compared to colloquial or slang
(i.e. , poor usage)
Poor writing skills
Selecting main points in an outline
Lack of career planning and use of gui-
dance department
Little organization in study habits
Lack of library skills
Awareness of few reference materials
other than encyclopedia
Problem solving
Little pride in work
Poor note-taking










English - Reading comprehension
Writing skills





In view of the above, we feel that meetings between elemen-
tary school teachers and high school teachers at the department
level would be beneficial to coordinate curriculum. The ad-
ministrators should also meet periodically to implement cur-
riculum changes as necessary. The SAU 44 Superintendents Office
could consider providing the leadership to initiate such meet-
ings .
The Math and English programs are doing a good job overall
in teaching basic skills. A lot of time is spent on reading
comprehension which does show up in Northwood students' abilities,
high school teachers' comments notwithstanding. Math scores on
standardized testing are traditionally good, at 58 percentile.
The problem areas identified by high school teachers are fairly
universal nationwide, but should not be ignored.
MUSIC AND ART
The Music and Art programs appear to be well-taught con-
sidering the resources available. These programs are not avail-
able for all students, but should be made available as a required
course. Adequate space and full-time teachers would permit a
more comprehensive program. Such a program would enrich all stu-
dnets , better stimulate the most talented students, and provide
a necessary option for many students who experience little suc-
cess in academic subjects or athletics.
LIBRARY, PHYSICAL PLANT, SCIENCE PROGRAM
Among the questions included in the questionnaire, respond-
ents rated 17 specific areas of the school and its programs on a
scale of A to F. In general, most areas received, a "B" average,
with three exceptions: the Physical Plant, the Library, and the
Science Program. All received a "C' ! average, with the Science
Program receiving the greatest number of "F" grades.
The deficiencies in the overcrowded physical plant and seri-
ously inadequate library, housed in a hallway, are obvious.
There is little we can recommend to improve the library and
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physical plant in the absence of adequate space.
We have no library in the Nqrthwood Elementary School. There
are books in a corridor which are not catalogued by the Dewey
Decimal System. The library is of little use to the teachers.
If space were available for a library, a qualified librarian
could not only catalogue and order appropriate book and audio-
visual materials, but could work with the teachers to select
material ahead of time for visiting classes, and help one or two
students at a time to find research materials for special pro-
jects and reports. (See Appendix)
Before the questionnaire was distributed, the Science Pro-
gram had received a substantial amount of federal money which is
being spent on a new solar greenhouse and equipment; yet the pro-
gram still was classified by parents and students as no better
than the other two areas (Physical Plant and Library) which the
administration readily concedes are inadequate. ^he Science Pro-
gram is also lacking in the lower grades. Therefore, the admin-
istration should carefully review the Science Program to deter-
mine exactly where the deficiencies exist and correct them.
GUIDANCE COUNSELOR
Another strong need expressed by parents, students and
teachers was the need for an elementary guidance counselor. This
need was also expressed by Mr. Conway. In the absence of a pub-
lic high school, junior-high students and their parents need
guidance to determine what kind of secondary school would best
suit the children's needs. Coe-Erown, a "conditionally approved"
school, historically has not adequately met the educational de-
sires of all Northwood students, some of whom must travel to
other high schools.
Most school systems today recognize the need for a guidance
counselor at the elementary level, not only for vocational guid-
ance, but. also to assist students from Grade 1 through 8 in their
social/emotional adjustment. We feel there is a need for a guid-
ance counselor in the school and. strongly recommend that a quali-
fied counselor be hired for September, 1982, if space could be
made available. (See Appendix)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
There is no formal physical education program or physical
education teacher. A physical education program is necessary to
help children develop strength and coordination. Many children
do not adequately test their physical limits in their normal
play activities. (See Appendix)
INDUSTRIAL ARTS AMD HOME ECONOMICS
This committee recommends that industrial arts and home
economics programs be established at the elementary level . Indus-




We wish to mention that there were a number of positive
comments from the questionnaire regarding the Principal, Mr. Con-
way. He knows and is sensitive toward the students. He is able
to unite most teachers and students. He is present at all school
functions. He has worked energetically in the athletic program.
His personal efforts at providing physical education instruction
in the absence of a physical education teacher are commendable.
(See Appendix)
THE BROOKSIDE SCHOOL
The three Brookside School teachers we visited feel that the
children are happy there with the smaller school population and
private playground removed from the confusion of the elementary
school. They would like to see improved communication with the
main school regarding meetings, etc. The children enjoy the
privilege of attending an old country schoolhouse with a ringing
bell in the belfry.
Advantages :
- Student-teacher ratio of 18-1 in three classes
- Most of Grades 1 and 2 are removed from the central
elementary school with its crowded confusion at lunch-




- Transportation is cumbersome. Many Brookside children who
live within 1 mile of Brookside must ride to the elemen-
tary school and back to Brookside - almost an hour's
ride with stops
- The nurse is not available full time
- Limited contact with the principal
- Putting tax money into a church-owned building
- Children must be transported to the elementary school for
special assemblies at additional cost.
- Additional cost to hot lunch program for transportation of
lunches
- No library
- No physical educa ion facilities
- Lack of specialists services
Children and parents seem satisfied with the school as an
acceptable, even charming, temporary measure in the structurally
sound, old borrov/ed building which the Advent Church has loaned
back to the town. The town has invested approximately $12,000
in renovations.
Unfortunately, its size, combined with the elementary




COMMENTS OF THE ELEMENTARY CURRICULUM. SUBCOMMITTEE
We wish to commend SAU 44, Northwood Elementary School and
the teachers, particularly Eleanor Loewer and Barbara Fraser, for
their successful efforts in establishing a Kindergarten through
8th Grade curriculum to meet State accountability requirements.
The new curriculum contributes to the continuity and logical
scope and sequence of all academic programs, a vital function in
education which helps all teachers.
Special efforts have been made this year, particularly by
Steve Capistran, to develop a computer science program and a
solar greenhouse. A number of children have enjoyed a rewarding
enrichment opportunity to work with Mr. Capistran in building the
new greenhouse, learning about construction and solar design.
Ultimately, they will learn about horticulture, use practical
math, and operate a small business selling plants they have grown,
We hope a Gifted and Talented or Enrichment program will
develop to include other areas of interest to the brightest stu-
dents, including those in the primary grades. These children
often have time on their hands in the classroom and need ad-
ditional challenging activities. Community volunteers could help
children gather resources for individual projects.
We wish to acknowledge the recently established special
education program which includes learning disabilities, oc-
cupational therapy, and speech remediation services.
Besides textbooks and workbooks, there are few "hands-on"
supplementary materials. There is very little to help children
whose thinking is more concrete than abstract. Less verbal
children learn better through visual channels and performance
tasks than through auditory channels and language-oriented tasks.
Teachers' salaries for the Northwood Elementary School are
considerably below other schools in the area. Salaries on the
whole for SAU 4 4 are found to be low statewide (within 25th per-
centile) . We recommend that the school board make the salary
schedule competitive to attract more teachers with high qualifi-
cations and experience. At the same time, we wish to encourage
professional development and for more staff members to pursue
advanced degrees. This would tend to improve the quality of edu-
cation, exceed minimum staff development requirements, and permit
teachers to take advantage of the existing salary schedule which
rewards graduate study.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
- Comprehensive programs in Music and Art should be available for
all students throughout the school year.
- Adequate space for a library should be provided, the library
expanded, and a qualified librarian hired.
- In view of strong dissatisfaction, make an intensive review of
the Science Program.
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- A Guidance Counselor should be hired by September 1982.
- Establish a Gifted and Talented Enrichment Program to include
the primary grades and be responsive to diverse areas of stu-
dent interests. All community resources including volunteers
should be considered to help in this program.
- Additional instructional materials and audio-visual materials
should be made available to classroom teachers.
- Review faculty salary schedule.
- Schedule regular departmental meetings between high school and
elementary school teachers and administrators to identify
strengths and discuss problem areas in the education of elemen-
tary school graduates.
- Establish a Physical Education Program and hire a physical edu-
cation teacher.
- Increase size of physical plant.
- Establish Industrial Arts and Home Economics programs and fa-
cilities .
Clearly, the overwhelming obstacle to a more comprehensive
elementary curriculum is a lack of space. Unless space is in-
creased, important educational services itemized above, includ-
ing art, music, guidance, physical education, and a library, will
remain deficient. Our children will not receive the type of edu-





On November 21, 1981, the State Department of Education con-
ducted a visitation to the Northwood Elementary School. Their
"Summary of Viewpoints" is reproduced below:
A Summary of Viewpoints
by State Dept. of Education
COMMEND
1. The school principal for his outstanding professional leader-
ship and for the high morale of the staff; he is respected by
the staff and children.
2. The staff for the high regard they reflect for children and
cooperation of the administration; and their very good
morale
.
3. The excellent discipline and behavior of the children; the
staff and administration are commended for their high ex-
pectations.
4. The local school board and community for the excellent sup-
port of the new kindergarten program; and the improvement
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made with minimum standards since 1974 , particularly with good
pupil-teacher ratios.
5. The staff for the very attractive classrooms.
6. The custodians for the maintenance of the school.
7. The school board and community for the teacher aid program,
particularly in the heavy enrollment classes.
RECOMMEND :
1. Continue to review the need for additional teacher aid help,
particularly in grade 2 and/or primary level.
2. Restudy and re-examine the present minimum standards not met
and develop a local priority commitment to improve the
present needs, and forward this information to our office.
MINIMUM STANDARD (S) NOT ACHIEVED :
Standard #6, p. 7, Physical Education
Standard #8, p. 13, Physical Education Teacher
Standard #1, p. 14, Guidance Counselor
Standard #2 (c) , p. 17, Library Space (Limited)
Standard #3, p. 18, Certified Librarian
SECONDARY EDUCATION STUDY
The Secondary Curriculum Subcommittee has been charged with
investigating secondary education for Northwood students. We
found that the majority of students attend Coe-Brown, with the
second largest group attending Dover High School. Thus, we have
tried to point out advantages or strengths and disadvantages or
limitations of each school.
In preparing our study of curriculum at the 9th through 12th
grade level, this subcommittee has met with Trustees of Coe-
Brown Academy and with its headmaster, David Smith. We have
talked on an informal basis with faculty members and students,
and have toured the facility. We have visited Dover High School,
studied its programs and facilities and interviewed a number of
its students as well as their parents. We have visited the town
library and talked with the librarian. Information on both Coe-
Brown and Dover High School has been supplied by the Superintend-
ent's Office of School Administrative Unit 44 as well as from the
school administrators. We have also relied heavily upon informa-
tion taken from questionnaires distributed to parents, students
at the 10th and 12th grade levels, 1980 graduates and teachers.
We recognize that we are in no way experts in the field of
education, but we do believe that we have gathered enough infor-
mation to be well informed on the current situation in Northwood.
Our findings and recommendations are based on the above named
sources and on our own carefully considered observations.
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After much thought and study, we have reached the conclusion
that the situation, as it presently exists, does not offer a
satisfactory long-term solution to the town's secondary education
needs.
This is not meant as a direct criticism of individuals, nor
do we mean to minimize the work and efforts of either of the
secondary schools our children attend. We recognize strong points
at both Dover and Coe-Brown, and will point them out, but we also
believe it necessary to make suggestions for improvements.
Coe-Brown Academy is strongly supported by many area resi-
dents, not a few of whom are graduates of the Academy. They take
pride in the fact that their children, and even their grand-
children have attended or are attending the school. Parents and
students praise the school's small classes and close-knit spirit.
The fact that it is an in-town school is important to many people.
In a town so widespread geographically, the school can and should
be an important focus of community activity.
Dover High School, with its large and varied curriculum,
accelerated academic and strong vocational programs, and exten-
sive physical facilities also has much to offer area students.
It is not without disadvantages, however -- principally its large
size and distance from Northwood. The fact that it is an out-of-
town school inhibits social contact with both current and former
classmates and also makes participation in extra-curricular activi-
ties extremely difficult.
ACCOUNTABILITY
It is our finding that the major problem, the basis of much
confusion and frustration among many town residents, is the lack
of accountability to the town for education at the secondary
level. There is no one assuming responsibility at the town level
to ensure that our children are receiving quality education.
Northwood spends in excess of $300 , 000 each year educating
its high school students. Yet despite this large expenditure of
tax dollars, residents have no control over what the curriculum
will be, how it will be taught, what types of facilities and
equipment will be provided, what sorts of guidance and counseling
the students will receive, what policies of discipline will pre-
vail, or how much teachers will be paid. In many respects, it is
a case of taxation without representation. Up until 19 82 tax
payers received no itemized accounts of how their tuition money
was being spent. However, the submission of an itemized budget
to the Budget Committee in January 1982 as well as a firm tuition
figure presented to the School Board prior to the Board compiling
its budget was a positive step taken by the Board of Trustees.
The situation has evolved gradually over many years, with
beginnings in a smaller and less complex world. But times have
changed, and if the town is to adequately prepare its children
to deal effectively with their future, it must come up with a
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better comprehensive plan for secondary education.
COE-BROWN BOARD OF TRUSTEES
As it exists today, membership on the Board of Trustees con-
sists of a lifetime appointment, made by current members of the
board. This committee believes that a greater cross section of
the community should be represented including a larger number of
women and professional people.
Although there is a certain advantage to long-time member-
ship on a governing body, particularly in terms of acquiring
expertise, and the maintenance of continuity, we believe these
are outweighed by advantages of new and varied ideas, opinions,
and interests one gains from a rotating membership.
In the opinion of this committee, voting representation,
with members appointed or elected by voters of the contributing
towns, is needed on the Coe-Brown Board of Trustees. For example,
each town could be allotted a certain number of voting trustees
or representatives, based on the number of students attending
from those towns.
We realize that this approach is a substantial departure
from existing policy, and we are not suggesting that Coe-Brown
immediately restructure its board in a wholesale manner. How-
ever, if, as board members resign, or through some other pro-
gressive formula, they could be replaced by the above or a simi-
lar method, more direct representation or the part of the con-
tributing towns would be achieved.
Such broad-based representation would serve as a starting
point for building the Academy up to a standard which would serve
all our students; better meeting academic, vocational, general
and special needs.
COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Respondents to the Study Committee questionnaire indicated
by a total of 108 to 47 that a need exists for a Coe-Brown Com-
munity Council. The trustees agree that more input from con-
tributing towns is needed, and, are beginning to study possible
solutions. The committee believes that a council composed of
parents, concerned townspeople, and perhaps students, all ap-
pointed in some agreed-upon fashion, would increase the board's
responsiveness to the towns' needs.
SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section deals primarily with Coe-Brown Academy for
several reasons: 1) It is the school most Northwood students
currently attend, and thus where most of the town's money for
secondary education is channeled. 2) It is the school about
which questions were raised at the School District meeting.
3) It is located in our town and is the logical place to send
our children, provided their needs can be met.
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While we will be pointing out a number of areas which need
improving, we also note that the school has been working to make
constructive changes in recent years. After a succession of four
headmasters in five years and a heavy turnover of faculty, David
Smith was hired in 1980, and is now in his second year as head-
master. Students, parents, trustees and this committee all cite
his excellence as a fair and able administrator, and credit many
positive changes to his first year and a half as headmaster.
It is in light of this improved atmosphere that we make the
following statements, many of which concur with the views ex-
pressed by the trustees at the joint Education Study Committee/
Board of Trustees meeting held in September, 19 81.
I . Academic Programs :
For its size, Coe-Brown offers a fairly wide curriculum.
But it is this size which limits the scope and intensity of
specialization. The lack of advanced courses for college-bound
students is a definite limitation. In the science department,
for example, chemistry and physics are offered on only a single,
introductory level.
In the English department A and B courses (for college pre-
paratory and general students) are offered. We believe, however,
that English A is not as intensified as an advanced course should
be. Further subdivision of this department would provide a
varied program, tailored to the needs of all students.
In the fall of 1981, two significant advances were made —
the introduction of Spanish I as a second foreign language offer-
ing, and the acquisition of a computer, which could eventually be
used for a number of courses.
The lack of programs in art and music has been a deficiency
upon which most people agree. It has been one of the factors
preventing the school from achieving "Comprehensive" status.
However, it now appears that art will be taught beginning in the
fall of 1982. Music is taught only on a part-time basis, con-
sisting of a choral music class and some individual instruction
for musical instruments.
A number of respondents to the questionnaire indicated a
belief that too much emphasis is placed on athletics, to the
detriment of academic programs. This committee agrees. There
seems to be an imbalance between the relative importance of the
academic and athletic programs at Coe-Brown. We do not mean that
athletics should be down-graded, but the academic program should
be up-graded, and more public recognition should be given to
those who excel in academics.
It should be noted that a "Comprehensive" school, such as
Dover, offers a much wider curriculum, and by virtue of its size,
also offers honors and advance placement courses for those stu-
dents who qualify. Dover also offers a variety of art and music
courses, including band.
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II. Vocational Programs :
On the questionnaire a number of adults and students cited
a need for more vocational courses at Coe-Brown. This committee,
however, believes that this is not possible at this time due to
lack of space, finances and the small student population. The
vocational-agricultural program is quite extensive and is the
only vocational program available other than home economics.
Therefore, the committee believes that students desiring voca-
tional courses in other areas should be encouraged to attend Do-
ver High School which has been designated as the Area Vocational
Facility. Many parents do not realize that transportation costs
for vocational students are paid for by the state. Therefore,
this should not be a deterrent.
III. Guidance :
At the moment there is a little professional guidance offer-
ed to eighth grade students faced with choosing a high school.
This committee believes that all eighth grade students should be
evaluated in terms of interests, aptitude and abilities. A joint
conference with the counselor, parents and student should be held
to review student expectations. Options for obtaining secondary
education should be explored and a plan developed, which would
include visits to several schools, to best meet the individual
student's educational needs.
It is our distinct belief that students with specialized
academic or vocational needs, as well as students with special
talents in art or music, strongly consider placement at institu-
tions other than Coe-Brown, until the facilities and programs can
be up-graded to meet these needs.
IV. Library :
The library at Coe-Brown is a serious source of concern.
The State Department of Education has notified Coe-Brown that the
library is severely lacking, and if drastic measures are not
taken, the school is in danger of losing its current "Approved"
status. It should be noted that should the school lose this
"Approved" status, the town of Northwood could no longer legally
send students there.
According to state standards, a minimum collection of vol-
umes for a school of Coe-Brown' s size should be at least 6,000
to 8,000. Coe-Brown currently has between 500 and 800 books
available to students.
Coe-Brown Trustees have hired a certified full-time li-
brarian for the first time this year, and have increased annual
expenditure on books from $1,000 to $4,700 (1981-1982), $6,000
proposed 1982-83. Trustees estimate that to implement the
state's requirements, expenditures could run as high as $200,000.
This is an expense, the trustees report, that they cannot afford.
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Headmaster Smith also expressed concern to this committee
that the school library floor may not be able to support the
additional weight which would be added by increased numbers of
books and audio-visual equipment.
Mr. Smith has suggested that other means of alleviating the
situation might involve arrangements with the local and state
libraries for book sharing or borrowing programs.
The committee has visited the Northwood Library and talked
with its librarian, Miss Gladys Gardner. We agree, that with
increased co-ordination between the school and the town library
it can be a useful supplement in the interim until Coe-Brown up-
grades its own. However, it is a small library, and cannot be
expected to meet more than a small portion of the school's needs.
Transportation to and from the library would be a problem for
many students. Since the town library is not in close proximity
to the school, it cannot serve as an integral part of class
structure on a day to day basis.
V. Present Facilities and Future Expansion :
Questionnaires received from high school students, parents
and faculty all cite the need for a larger number of advanced
courses, as well as a greater variety of subjects offered. There
seems to be no lack of willingness to make these changes, but due
to limitations in the size of Coe-Brown' s facility, as well as
the size of the student body, it is presently impossible to sub-
stantially enlarge the selection of courses. To do so, would
probably require doubling the size of both the student population
and the facility.
At the present time the school is close to maximum capacity.
Every available space within the main building is being utilized.
Trustees said, at the meeting in September, that art and more
extensive music programs are not offered at the present time due
to lack of space. The current space for the guidance office and
the teachers lounge is inadequate. According to the Trustees,
Wiggin Hall, the building adjacent to the school on the west
side, has been approved for use, but for now, remains vacant.
As the cost of transportation has risen, and increasing
numbers of surrounding towns have found themselves faced with
similar problems of educating students at the secondary level,
there have been suggestions for forming a regional high school.
Coe-Brown, with its existing facilities and central location,
might well — with expansion — present itself as an attractive
solution. The problem, for the moment, according to the school's
trustees, is that the Academy cannot expand without definite
contractual commitments from the sending towns.
VI. Transportation
Inadequate transportation is one of the foremost problems
facing Northwood secondary students. Bus routes to Coe-Brown
are extremely limited - to Dover, nonexistent. Parents pay
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approximately $80 per child, per year, for bus transportation to
Coe-Brown, if fortunate enough to live on a bus route — those
who do not, pay more in terms of inconvenience and private travel
costs. Although the town is not required to provide transporta-
tion for students to high school, most towns within the state do.
We recommend that the possibility of town supplied transportation
for Northwood students be explored.
The committee also believes that co-ordination of transporta-
tion to Dover High School, the Area Regional Vocational Facility,
should be the responsibility of the school district. At the
present time all arrangements must be made privately. We believe
that no student should be forced to rule out Dover, as a choice,
due to lack of or inadequacy of transportation.
SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
In order to improve secondary education for Northwood stu-
dents, we recommend that:
1. The town take the responsibility and accountability for the
education of its high school age students. This means
developing a comprehensive, long-range plan which will en-
sure a quality education and better meet academic, general
and special needs.
2. Voting representation on the Coe-Brown Board of Trustees be
achieved on a proportional basis from each sending town,
with those members appointed or elected by town voters for
three (3) year terms.
3. A Community Council composed of parents, concerned towns-
people and students be organized to increase the school's
responsiveness to its needs and the needs of the town.
4. Parents and students recognize that Coe-Brown cannot cur-
rently meet the needs of most vocationally oriented stu-
dents, and therefore consider a designated area vocational
high school.
5. More advanced courses be offered, and a greater variety of
subjects be taught at Coe-Brown.
6. Coe-Brown institute an in-depth art program and a more
comprehensive music program.
7. The school district provide free bus transportation for all
Northwood Coe-Brown students
.
8. The school district assume responsibility for co-ordinating
transportation to Dover High School.
9. Coe-Brown' s library be up-graded to meet state standards.
10. Guidance and counseling services at all grade levels be im-
proved, with greater emphasis placed on individual student
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needs.
11. Academic programs and students who excel academically re-
ceive more extensive recognition.
12. Coe-Brown explore the possibility of becoming the core for a
regional high school.
13. The Northwood school district establish a standing committee
for secondary education; members to be appointed by the
school board to oversee expenditure of tuition and insure
accountability to the town.
The Secondary Education Sub-committee especially wish to
thank Mr. David Smith for his willingness to meet with us when-
ever asked and in allowing the students to fill out their




The purpose of the Space Sub-Committee of the Northwood
Education Study Committee was to review in depth the present
space situation in the entire Northwood school system and to make
recommendations to the town of Northwood on how we can improve
our educational system as far as space is involved.
Within this report, you will find the following categories
that were acted upon:
1. Study of the Current Situation
2. Study of the Past and Future Population Data
3. Study of the Alternatives to Present Situation






I. STUDY OF THE CURRENT SITUATION
In order to gain prospective in our study of Northwood '
s
schools, we first visited surrounding towns to see what they
were doing or had done to alleviate their space problems. The
towns visited were Nottingham, Barrington and Epsom.
In the summer and fall of 1980, Nottingham built an ad-
ditional 6 classrooms and a multi-purpose room to their existing
structure for $600,000. This has alleviated their immediate
space shortage with no extra room for growth.
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Barrington built a middle school in 1976 consisting of 8
regular classrooms, 4 larger rooms, a multi-purpose lunch/as-
sembly room, and 4 small rooms, which alleviated their critical
space shortage at the grammar school brought on by a sharply ris-
ing population at the time. They are already strapped for space
in the middle school and there is a critical shortage of space at
the grammar school. They are now in the midst of studying that
problem.
EpsoTi is in the process of building a $550,000 addition to
their present structure consisting of 4 classrooms, a library,
new administrative offices, reception area, library workroom,
and renovations to existing building. After three years of
struggling to pass a bond issue, they are building an addition
that will alleviate their present space shortage with one extra
classroom available for growth.
We then studied the Northwood schools and learned the fol-
lowing:
The elementary school is operating under extremely cramped
conditions. Every nook and cranny is being used, with over-
crowding in many areas. The stage has been sacrificed for the
teachers' room, the library is in a hallway, the lunchroom is
crowded, the administrative offices are very cramped, and the
storage areas consist of one closet, a corner of one classroom,
part of the principal's office, and underneath the stage. Three
classes of students are being housed 6 miles away at the Brook-
side school. There are no vocational courses available for older
students because of lack of space. As of the fall of 1982, the
school will have one added class of students with no space to put
them.
Coe-Brown Northwood Academy is operating on a near level
with some crowding in the Voc-Ag. area as well as on the third
floor. There is, on the whole, ample room for what is now being
offered, and there is room for expansion, either by using the
empty building or by building an addition, if the present cur-
riculum were expanded.
II. STUDY OF THE PAST AND FUTURE POPULATION DATA
The school population has remained essentially stable, with
highs and lows, for the past ten years except for the addition
of kindergarten. The latest school census of the town (fall of
1981) indicates a possible decrease in enrollment in the next
five years, although this may not be a complete picture as every-
one is not on the census cards. There are 30 four year olds
listed on the census, which indicates at least one full kinder-
garten class for next year.
According to the New Hampshire Office of State Planning who
did a computer printout on Northwood school population pro-
jections, the expected enrollment by the year 1991 in kindergar-
ten through 8th grade will be 370. It is now 320.
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III. STUDY OF THE ALTERNATIVES TO PRESENT SITUATION
In our study of the alternatives to the present space situa-
tion, we looked into the feasibility of new building construction,
temporary classrooms, continuation of Brookside, and an addition
to the present building. We took into consideration as well,
information gathered from the Curriculum Committee's Question-
naires.
The following two examples of neighboring towns' building
programs in recent years:
Nottingham built a $600,000. addition to their existing
school in 1980 consisting of:
6 new classrooms




renovations to the nurses' room and 2 bath-
rooms
paving and grading
Epsom is in the process of building a $550,000, 9,300 sq.
foot addition to their existing school, consisting of:
4 classrooms
library
administrative offices, reception area and
library workroom
renovations to the existing building which
will include:
fire escape windows
a new boiler system
conversion of 3 classrooms to a multi-
purpose room
We believe that an addition to the existing building is not
feasible as it would require using most of the playground which
has recently been improved by the PTA, and because of the limita-
tions on the septic system.
IV. STUDY OF THE CURRICULUM COMMITTEES' QUESTIONNAIRES
Elementary
The parents polled who have children at the elementary
school have indicated overwhelmingly that there is a lack of
space at the school. They have pinpointed several areas such as
the cafeteria, the poor condition of the physical plant, the dis-
like for two separate locations (Ridge and Brookside) , and a
desire for separation of elementary and middle school-aged child-
ren. The majority have also indicated that they would be willing




The overwhelming majority of high school students and par-
ents polled indicated that they would like to have a cafeteria
with a hot lunch program, and a vocational educational program,
with many also indicating a need for an art program. Obviously,
these programs would all take added space, and many indicated a
need for a school addition and/or use of existing unused build-
ings.
V. RECOMMENDATIONS
We believe that the most desirable solution to the elemen-
tary school's space problems would be to house all of the child-
ren in one central area, separating the younger grades from the
middle grades, preferably in separate buildings.
We recommend the construction of a permanent building con-
sisting of a minimum of 8 classrooms and resource center, to
house kindergarten through 4th grade, either built into the bank-
ing behind the present building or in the lower field, with con-
sideration given to a passive solar-structure.
We also recommend that the present building be used as a
middle school (grades 5-8) with renovations to include a wood-
working shop, a home economics room, a library/resource center,
art and music rooms, a teachers' room, and a guidance center.
It should be noted that there is a 30% reimbursement of the
bond issue from the state (over a period of ten years) if renova-
tions are made to the existing building or in conjunction with
new construction.
We recommend the discontinuation of the Brookside School and
therefore, for the phasing-out period, would recommend no further
upgrading of the building except where health and safety are con-
cerned.
Our recommendations for Coe-Brown are based on the fact that
we have no control over what is actually done there. We can only
state what we would like to see done and pass these recommenda-
tions on to the Board of Trustees.
Based on both our own findings after studying Coe-Brown, and
on the answers to the questionnaires, we recommend that more
space be made available for permanent art and music programs, a
vocational program including woodworking, auto mechanics and ex-
panded business program i.e., business machines. We also rec-
ommend space be made available for, at the very least a lunch-
room, and at best a cafeteria.
We believe that art and music programs could easily be in
existence by the fall of 1982 by using the existing empty house
(Wiggin Hall) west of the high school building.
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VI. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Elementary School
1. Build a separate building, either in the lower field or be-
hind the existing school, to house K-4.
2. Look into alternative types of construction (i.e. solar).
3. Create a middle school at the existing grammar school for
grades 5-8 by renovating the facility. Include space for a
woodworking shop, home economics, art and music, a library/
resource center, a teachers' room, and a guidance department.
4. Discontinue using the Brookside School. In the interim
period, do not add structurally to the existing church build-
ing.
5. Appoint a Building Committee at the 1982 School District
Meeting.
Coe-Brown Academy
1. Utilize available space for a permanent music program by the
fall of 1982.
2. Utilize available space for a permanent art program by the
fall of 1982.
3. Create space for a vocational program (see paragraph on
recommendations)
.
4. Create space for a lunchroom or cafeteria.
5. Actively begin to use existing unused space and seriously
look into building an addition for added programs.
VII. CLOSING STATEMENT
Although the school population has not risen dramatically
over the past ten years, more space is needed because of changes
that have occurred over these years. The addition of a kinder-
garten has necessitated the need for one extra room this year,
and possibly two rooms in the future. The addition, about 1972,
of a Learning Center took up another room. Last year we voted
to return most of our special needs children to the local school
system. Again, another room was needed. As of the fall of 1982,
the grammar school will again be one room short because of a one-
room 8th grade leaving, and a two-room 7th grade taking its
place. The use of Brookside School which houses three classes of
children, is viewed by many as a temporary measure; this rep-
resents another three classrooms which would be needed.
The total recommendation for a new building would be 10
classrooms, i.e. 2 classrooms per grade plus a kindergarten and
a resource room for special education.
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This committee believes that the best alternative to our
space problem is to construct a building with ample room for the
lower grades (K-4) . If nothing permanent is done now, we can
forsee our children scattered all over town in makeshift class-
rooms .
We believe it is important to create a middle school with
the additional space that would be available at the existing
building, to be used for vocational courses, art, music, library,
guidance, etc. In the few years before high school, children
should be introduced to subjects other than the academics. These
courses may help them decide what path they will follow after
graduating from the eighth grade.
Coe-Brown Academy should plan for space to carry on these
changes at the grammar school, so that students will be assured
of being able to continue the same interests at the high school
level.
If we want to strive for a quality education in Northwood,
we must have the space available to carry out these positive
changes.
PER PUPIL COSTS OF EDUCATION
The purpose of this committee was to examine the costs of
education in the Northwood School District to see how we compare
with others in the surrounding towns. We wanted to see if we
were receiving the quality of education we want for our children
and if we are paying enough, or more than necessary. To arrive
at a conclusion, we looked at the following:
1. The highest elementary per pupil cost in New Hampshire
$4,423.52; second $3,992.11; third $2,677.30, while the
lowest is $741.48.
Northwood' s costs are $1,14 3.39 while the state average is
$1,724.00.
If we were to offer a complete elementary education to in-
clude — Physical Education, Library and Guidance our per pupil
costs would more closely approach the state average.
2. The cost of secondary education is also wide ranged. The
highest per pupil cost secondary or high school 9-12 is
$3,240.73; second $2,621.77; third $2,566.01. The lowest
is $1,206.75. The state average is $1,914.00. We are pay-
ing Oyster River $1,914; Portsmouth $1,903; Dover $2,145;
Coe-Brown Academy $2,100.
It is obvious that the better educational program and the
smaller the student body the higher the cost will be.
A cost effective student body at the high school level is
400 to 600 students. This allows for a complete academic,
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industrial arts, and business education program at a reasonable
cost.
3. Northwood is developing a special education program within
the space available. The school board has made an admirable
commitment to special education which is cost effective over
the expense of tuitioning the students out-of-district.
4. Northwood is the only community in the area that offers pub-
lic kindergarten. This service could encourage a gradual in-
crease in our school population in the future. This trend
could change the relatively no growth pattern Northwood has
experienced in the last ten years.
5. There has been little effort on the part of the community
and the school board for a number of years to determine if
the high school education offered at Coe-Brown meets the
needs of our students competing in this changing world.
6. It would be advantageous for Northwood if the school board
would negotiate a curriculum at Coe-Brown that meets the
needs of today's world. This would allow the school board
to then enter into a long term contract to send students to
Coe-Brown. The Vocational Education students would be sent
to Dover either full or part time as the program dictates.
Dover is the designated area regional vocational school.
To provide quality education for our students, there are a
number of options to consider, among them are:
1. Consider building at the elementary school area to provide
space for the programs needed to qualify Northwood as an
approved elementary school with no deficiencies.
2. Form a cooperative high school district with other interested
towns. Build a high school facility for the education of
secondary school students.
3. If the Coe-Brown Board of Trustees become a more representa-
tive body, establish a cooperative high school district with
other interested towns using Coe-Brown as a core.
4. Consider investigating an agreed upon course of study and
contract students to Coe-Brown for ten years. The course of
study part of the contract would be reviewed annually.
5. Explore the conaept of a secondary school housing grades 7
through 12 with opposite wings to separate grades 7 and 8
from 9 through 12, except for the common use of core facili-
ties. It has the advantage of reducing duplication of fa-
cilities.
SUMMARY
The purpose of this report was to study the status of educa-
tion as it currently exists. The foregoing sub-reports have
attempted to accomplish that. Each report has ample information
to justify its associated recommendations. However, the commit-
tee would like to emphasize some points.
In the elementary school the positive attitude and stability
of the staff are commendable. We also commend the much improved
janitorial services and school lunch program. Weak areas include
a lack of the following: an adequate library, a physical educa-
tion program, an introductory industrial arts and home economics
program, guidance counseling, and coordination with Coe-Brown
Northwood Academy , (CBNA) , and space at the elementary school
necessitating the use of Brookside School. The basic reason for
most of these deficiencies is a lack of classroom space. Al-
though there is no assurance of an increased student population,
it is highly unlikely that any significant or sustained decrease
will occur and the school is already woefully short of space.
This committee recommends to the Northwood School District that
a building committee be appointed at the 1982 district meeting
for the express purpose of suggesting to the district an expan-
sion program of appropriate size. We further recommend that the
building committee report its findings to the school district by
November 1982.
In the area of secondary education, the report deals pri-
marily with CBNA because 85% or more of our children attend that
institution. The remainder, with an occasional exception, attend
Dover High School and the Area Regional Vocational High School
usually to take advantage of studies and/or activities that CBNA
up to now has not offered. In an effort to determine how to im-
prove the offerings of CBNA, a joint meeting of this committee
and the trustees of CBNA was held. It was recognized that it
would be advantageous for all Northwood students to attend CBNA.
That would occur if the academy would expand its offering to the
extent that there would be no need for a student to attend a high
school elsewhere. It is to that end that most of our recommen-
dations are directed.
CBNA has an improved staff, largely attributed to Mr.
Smith's efforts. Here too, the janitorial services are excel-
lent. Additionally, it is noted that the board of trustees shows
signs of hiring more responsive teachers than in previous years.
The committee feels that CBNA is lacking in areas similar to the
elementary school, i.e., library, vocational training (not with-
standing a good vocational agriculture program) , guidance and
counseling, special education, and additionally art and music.
According to the trustees, the primary reasons for these defi-
ciencies are a lack of space, small student population and in-
adequate funds. The space problem does not appear as acute as
is the elementary school because CBNA has unused space available.
Financial support may be lacking but the committee was unable to
determine to what extent because the CBNA trustees have not seen
fit to release such information. That fact in itself is regret-
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able. The Northwood School District pays tuition money to CBNA
currently approaching one quarter of a million dollars annually
with no detailed fiscal accounting forthcoming. There has never
been a detailed fiscal report from the Board of Trustees showing
the amount and source of income, including that of the trust
fund, or where that income is being spent.
The Northwood School Board and SAU #44, in the opinion of
this committee, have not been forceful enough to assure that such
accounting is available. Considering that the school district is
a "customer" of CBNA, and considering the number of businessmen
on the board of trustees, it seems inconceivable that such ac-
counting, itemized bill if you will, is not routinely provided.
When such accounting is provided and the board becomes more rep-
resentative, then this committee foresees that a contractual
arrangement between the school district and CBNA could be ne-
gotiated whereby the needed funds might be assured and an ex-
pansion program could be undertaken. Necessarily, such a program
should be carried out with the close coordination of both parties
in a fashion similar to that recommended in the sub-committee re-
port, secondary education study.
In closing, the committee realizes that most of its recom-
mendations will represent considerable expense. With the un-
certainty of our economy, it would be easy if not convenient to
disregard our responsibility to our children. As money gets
tighter and unemployment increases, those most affected are the
poorly educated or unskilled. Therefore, we must do our best to
enable OUR children to achieve their fullest potential for the
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